
2 Six Angles

Leningrad: The Campaign

The Germans never intended to fight a

major battle at Leningrad.   To them, the

city was not an end in itself, merely the

first objective assigned to General Ritter

von Leeb's Group North in the grandiose

scheme of Operation Barbarossa.   This

plan envisaged the capture of Leningrad

within a month of the campaign opening

on June 22nd 1941.   From there, von

Leeb's forces were to sweep South-East,

forming a vast pincer movement with von

Rundstedt's Army Group South to destroy

the remains of the Russian army expected

to be around Moscow.

And for  a  t ime a l l  th is  seemed

possible.    Von Leeb's 16th and 18th

Armies, and 41st Panzer Corps, shattered

the Russian 8th and 11th Armies near the

frontier, quickly crossed the Dvina river

and broke through the 'Stalin Line' south

of lakes Peipus and Pskov.

A large pocket of Russian troops found

itself cut off around the port of Tallinn,

where the Russian Baltic Fleet was based,

and the eventual  evacuat ion back to

Leningrad cost the Russians huge numbers

of ships and men to German mines.

To the Russian leaders in Leningrad,

Marshal Voroshilov and Party Secretary

Zhdanov, it was becoming increasingly

clear  that i f  the Germans were to be

stopped short of Leningrad, it would have

to be on the Luga Line.   Following closely

the line of the River Luga, this complex of

concrete  emplacements ,  minef ie lds ,

trenches and anti-tank obstacles had been

under construction from the earliest days

of the war, built by 60,000 people brought

from Leningrad. As the Germans paused

briefly in early July to consolidate their

supply lines, the Russians hastily manned

the Luga defenses.

Mobilization of the civilian population

of Leningrad had taken place on a massive

scale.   Patriotic feeling was very high-

whatever the Russian people felt about

their communist leaders, they shared a

deep love of  'Mother Russia'  and for

Leningrad,  a  c i ty  dat ing back many

hundreds of years and unti l  1918 the

capi ta l  of  the country ,  there was a

particular affection.   Men volunteered in

their thousands for the 'People's Volunteer

Divisions' while the women and children

worked for long hours under constant

threat from German Fighters and Stukas,

on the Luga Line, and on other fortified

defense lines around Leningrad itself.

The Germans found the Luga Line a

tough nut to crack.   When preliminary

sorties were unsuccessful, their reaction

was to bring up massive artillery and air

support in a series of large-scale attacks.

Eventual ly ,  the Luga L ine began to

crumble and give way, as the panzers

broke through south of Kingisepp, and

other forces managed to outflank the line

to the East, around Lake Ilmen.   Then the

advance gathered pace once more, and

mid-August  saw the Russ ians in  fu l l

retreat again.   A counterattack south of

Lake I lmen succeeded in  d ivert ing a

couple of German divisions, but failed to

relieve the pressure onLeningrad.

The German advance slowed as it

neared Leningrad-they had to fight their

way past line after line of trenches and

fortifications.   But tight their way past

they did and it seemed to the defenders

that nothing they put in the way could

halt the advance.   By the first days of

September,  the Germans were on the

Pulkovo Heights, just a few miles West of

the city, and could see their prize spread

out before them.

A few days later they were pushing

through the suburb of Uritsk, within a mile

of the massive Kirov engineering works.

Stalin's patience with his Leningrad Front

commander finally ran out, and Marshal

Voroshilov, the old soldier and hero of the

Revolution, was relieved of his command.

His replacement - Marshal Georgi Zhukov.

Zhukov formally assumed command of

the Leningrad Front on September 11th.

Although he had yet to make his name as

'The General who Never Lost a Battle,' he

was already Stalin's favorite and most

trusted General.

Zhukov was a terrifying man to serve

under.   A tireless worker himself,  he

demanded the near-impossible from his

subordinates, and the penalty for failure

was the firing squad.   Zhukov galvanized

the defenders of Leningrad into almost

superhuman effort - his reaction to the

re lent less  German pressure was to

counterattack, heavily and repeatedly.

The Germans were halted,  just  a few

hundred yards short of the Kirov Works,

but at a terrible cost in Russian lives.

Then, suddenly, on September 17th,

the Germans stopped attacking and began

digging in.   For a few days Leningrad held

its breath.   Had Zhukov really saved the

city?

In fact, the man who had done as

much as anybody to save Leningrad was

Hitler.   After weeks of hesitation, he

finally decided that Moscow should take

priority and gave the order to withdraw

the panzers from the Leningrad area and

send them South in the hope of taking

Moscow before the onset of Winter.   Von

Leeb was fur ious -  he was sure that

Leningrad was within his grasp - but there

was no arguing with Hitler.   Without their

armored spearhead,  the attackers  of

Leningrad could make no progress, and

reluctantly settled in to prepare for a long

siege.

The game ends in fact as the real story

of Leningrad is just beginning.

In September 1941 began the longest,

bitterest, most savage siege in recorded

history.   Not for 880 days would the siege
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be lifted, and by then not less than one

million citizens of Leningrad would have

died of starvation.   The story of this siege,

and of the incredible 'road of life' across

the ice of Lake Ladoga which saved the

city, makes fascinating and awe-inspiring

reading, but is hardly a suitable subject for

a game.   Sometimes even the wargamer

must humble himself in the face of reality.

Leningrad: Further Reading

The 900 Days (British title "The Siege of

Leningrad") by Harrison E. Salisbury

(Secker and Warburg 1969).   The best

account in English of the siege.

The Siege of Leningrad by Leon Goure

(Stanford Univers i ty  Press /Oxford

University Press 1962).

Hitler Moves East (British title "Hitler's

War on Russia") by Paul Carell (1964).

Very readable with numerous sketch

maps. Takes the viewpoint of the front-

line soldier.

The Siege of Leningrad (popular title

this !) by Alan Wykes (Ballantine Books,

1968).   A shorter work with many fine

photographs.

The Road to Stalingrad by John Erickson

(Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1975).   The

most  author i tat ive account  yet

publ ished in Engl ish;  unfortunately

there are no maps (these are promised

for the second volume).

Leningrad 1941:  The Blockade by

Dmitri V Pavlov (University of Chicago

Press ,  1965) .    A very  interest ing

account from the Russian point of view,

though it deals more with the logistical

than the military side of the story.

Lost Victories by Erich von Manstein

(Methuen, 1958).   An account by a

German corps commander during the

campaign (but who left the scene before

the assault on the city).

Leningrad Diary by Vera Inber

(Hutchinson, 1971).   A very moving

account of life in Leningrad during the

siege.

The above l i s t  of  course is  not

exhaustive, but the listed works should

not prove too difficult to get hold of.

1.1 Leningrad: The Armies

. . . and what those abbreviations on the

counters mean.

The Germans

All of the German troops involved in

the campaign were experienced regulars,

mostly veterans of the campaign in the

West.   They were well equipped, well

organized, and enjoyed good leadership,

particularly at NCO level.   They were

hindered, however, by a High Command

dominated by the personal whim of Hitler,

imposing impossible tasks and deadlines

from a Headquarters far removed from the

reality of the battlefield.

Panzer - The German Panzer (Armored)

Units  were the spearhead of  the

attacking force,  and,  even in  the

generally unsuitable tank country of the

Leningrad area, led the advance.

Motorized - "Panzergrenadier" (Armored

Infantry) Divisions did not get their

name or organization until late 1942.

The Motorized Infantry Divisions of this

per iod re l ied largely  on t rucks  for

transport.

SS - Waffen SS (Shutzstaffel).   Originally

intended as Hitler's personal bodyguard,

the Waffen SS gradually evolved into a

separate f ight ing force,  largely

independent of the army.   Regarded as

something of an elite, the SS got first

p ick  of  the replacements  and

equipment.   The SS units in the game

are those with a black background.

Tot -  SS Motor ized Infantry  Div is ion

Totenkopf ("Death's-Head"), later to

become the 3rd SS Panzer Division.

Pol - SS Polizei (Police) Division.

The Russians

Many of the Russian troops defending

Leningrad were poorly-trained militia, and

most of the regular army units involved

had already been badly mauled by the

Germans.    A l though they were

courageous and determined, the Russians

were poor ly  led and general ly  badly

equipped.    In the T-34 and KV, they

possessed the best tanks in the world at

that time, but did not have the tactical

ability to use them properly, and so the

influence of these weapons was minimal.

V -  The People's  Volunteer  Div is ions

(Divizii Narodnovo Opolcheniya) were

untrained volunteers hastily formed into

large mil i t ia div is ions.    Their  high

morale unfortunately failed to make up

for a desperate shortage of equipment

and experienced leaders.

G.V. - The Guards Volunteer Divisions

were basically the same as the above,

with the word 'Guards' added to inspire

yet more patriotic fervor.

W - Worker Units.   Quite separate from

the volunteer divisions, each factory or

local district formed its own defense

unit, workers and civilians acting as

part-time soldiers.

Nav - Russian Naval Unit, the remnants of

the Russian fleet which escaped from

Tallinn.

G - Guerri l la Unit.    Not described as

part isans these were del iberate ly

formed groups of  about 1000 men,

specially trained to operate behind the

German lines.

Nar -  Operat ions Group Narva,  a

composite unit originally set up around

the c i ty  of  the same name,  and

compr is ing e lements  of  a  Mar ine

Battalion and regiments of the 16th

Ri f le  and 4th People 's  Volunteer

Divisions.

LTS - Leningrad Training School, an officer

cadet school  with some 1500-2500

young officers.   Astonishingly, rather

than distr ibute these much-needed

off icers  among other  uni ts ,  the

Leningrad High Command chose to

deploy the whole school en bloc as an

infantry unit !

NKVD - Russian Secret Police, forerunners

of today's KGB.   Some of their many

thousands of agents were formed into

army units.

Mtn - 1st Mountain Brigade, specially

trained mountain troops.   The fact that
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this unit starts the game in the swamps

around Lake Ilmen is indicative of the

state of the Russian army at the time!

Mar - Marines, from the Russian Baltic

Fleet.

2.0  INTRODUCTION AND 
GENERAL OUTLINE OF PLAY

"Assault on Leningrad" is a game

for  two players  which s imulates  the

German Army's attempt to capture the city

of Leningrad in the Autumn of 1941.

The area over which the battle was

fought is represented by the 21" x 23"

diagrammatic  map,  super imposed on

which is a hexagonal grid which regulates

movement and combat.   An enlarged

inset section shows the centre of the city

of Leningrad itself.   The military units

which took part  in  the campaign are

represented by the die-cut counters, the

numbers  and symbols  on which are

explained in Section 3.0.

The game is played in turns, each of

which represents two days of actual time.

Each game-turn is divided into two player-

turns  dur ing which the German and

Russian players respectively move their

units over the playing area and initiate

combat.   Each player-turn is sub-divided

into a number of "phases."

These phases differ slightly for the

German and Russian player-turns; the
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precise sequence of play is detailed in 4.0.

Briefly, the players begin by allocating

available Air Units, then move their units,

and then resolve any combat which they

wish to initiate.   Finally, the German

player (only) gets the chance to move

again h is  mechanized (Panzer  and

Motorized Infantry) units.

The game lasts for 25 turns and at the

end of the last turn, players determine the

winner  by reference to the Victory

Conditions in 17.0.   Basically, the German

player is trying to capture Leningrad and

various other cities while the Russian

player is trying to hold these cities and

inflict losses on the German player.

The mapboard represents an area of

some 6000 square mi les  of  Northern

Russia, and each hex equates to an area

some 4 to 4.5 miles across.   On the inset

map of Leningrad, the scale is about one

mile to the hex.

3.0  GAME COMPONENTS

3.1  The Map-board
The map-board is a diagrammatic

representation of the area over which

the battle was fought, and is divided up

by a grid of hexagons.   Hereafter, these

hexagons will be known as "hexes" and

their sides as "hexsides."   Each hex is

uniquely ident i f ied by the letter  or

letters, and number, known as the "grid

co-ordinates," which the hex contains.

Each hex is either blank or contains

some symbol ,  and these symbols

represent the various types of terrain

found in the area.   The key to these

terrain symbols is given on the Terrain

Effects Chart, together with the effect

the various terrain types have on the

movement of  units  and on combat.

Other charts and tables are also printed

on the map-board,  and their  use is

explained in later sections of the rules.

3.2  The Playing Pieces
The 1/2 square die-cut  counters

represent the military units which took

part in the campaign.   German units

are field-gray, Russians red.

Pr inted on each uni t  i s  a l l  the

information necessary for its use in the

game (see the left page).

EXAMPLES UNIT SIZES

II = Battalion

III = Regiment

x = Brigade

xx = Division

NOTES ON THE UNIT COUNTERS

I. The significance of the units' Movement,

Class, and Combat Factors is explained

in 6.0, 9.0, and 10.0 of the rules.

2. The abbreviations of unit identity used

on the units are explained in Leningrad:

The Armies.

3. Russian Units have only a division or

brigade identity.   They have no Corps

number  nor  are  there any Russ ian

Headquarters Units.

4. Some of the counters are printed on

both sides.   This represents the same

unit at different levels of strength, and

players will note that only the Combat

Factor and Class differ on the two sides.

All units begin or enter the game at

"full strength"; i.e. the side with the

higher Combat Factor and Class is face

upwards.

5. The German regiment-sized units are all

considered to be part  of  the larger

division-sized units indicated on the

counter.   German Panzer Divisions and

SS Division Totenkopf consist of three

units each, the other Motorized Infantry

Divisions of two units each.   Note that

the German Panzer Divisions are made

up of one Panzer and two Motorized

Infantry Regiments.

Examples: The 3rd Motorized Infantry

Division consists of the 8th and 29th

Motorized Infantry Regiments (3/8 and

3/29).   The 6th Panzer Division consists

of the 11th Panzer Regiment (6/11) and

the 4th and 114th Motorized Infantry

Regiments (6/4 and 6/114).

6. The term 'Infantry' is normally used to

denote all non-mechanized types, such

as Worker Units, Headquarters Units,

and Marines, as well as pure infantry

(e.g. on the Terrain Effects Chart).   Any

differences will be made clear as they

occur.

7. All German units bearing the same

Corps number are considered to belong

to that particular Corps, and each Corps

has a Headquarters Unit.

Corps designations are also noted in

Appendix ll and determine where and

when units enter the map.   They are

also significant for supply rules (11.0).

8. The term "combat units" is sometimes

used to describe all units except Out of

Supply/Disrupted markers, the Game-

Turn marker, and the "+5" marker.

The term "ground units" is sometimes

used to describe all combat units except

Air Units and the Russian Naval Unit.

NOTE: One six-sided die (not provided) is

also needed for the game.

4.0  SEQUENCE OF PLAY

Each Game-Turn is divided into two

distinct Player-Turns, one German and one

Russian.   The German Player-Turn always

comes first in each Game-Turn, and play

proceeds in the sequence listed below.

A. German Player-Turn
l. AIR BOMBARDMENT PHASE

The German player determines how

many Air Units are available to him for

the turn and either allocates them to Air

Bombardment or holds them back for

Ground Support in the Combat Phase.

Air bombardments are then carried out.

2. SUPPLY DETERMINATION PHASE

Both sides determine the supply status

of all of their ground units and place

"Out of  Supply" markers  where

appropriate.

3. MOVEMENT PHASE

Any reinforcements due are brought

into play and any required withdrawals

take place.   The German player then

moves as many of his units as he wishes

in accordance with the rules of Section

5.1.   No Russian movement is allowed.

4. COMBAT PHASE

The German player  resolves any

attacks that he wishes to initiate, as

laid down in 10.0, with the assistance

of any Air Units giving Ground Support.
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Advance after combat (10.5) takes place

where appropriate.   No Russian attacks

are allowed.

5. MECHANIZED MOVEMENT PHASE

The German player moves again as

many of his mechanized units as he

wishes, subject to the restrictions of 5.2.

Disrupted markers are removed from all

German units.

B. Russian Player-Turn
1. AIR BOMBARDMENT PHASE

Ident ica l  to  the German Air

Bombardment Phase, for the Russian

player.

2. SUPPLY DETERMINATION PHASE

Both players again determine the

supply status of al l  of their  ground

units, placing "Out of Supply" markers

as appropriate.

3. MOVEMENT PHASE

Identical to the German Movement

Phase, this time with the Russian player

moving his own units.   No German

movement is allowed.

4. COMBAT PHASE

Identical  to the German Combat

Phase, for the Russian player.    No

German attacks are allowed.   Disrupted

markers are removed from all Russian

units.

The Russian player does not have a

Mechanized Movement Phase.

On completion of the above steps, the

"Game-Turn" marker is advanced one

space on the Game-Turn Record Track,

and the above procedure starts again

for the next game-turn.

In these rules the player whose player-

turn is in progress at any given point is

referred to as the "phasing player,"

while his opponent is the '"non-phasing

player."

5.0  STARTING THE GAME

1. The Russian player sets up his units as

listed in Appendix I.   Forty-five units

are on the map to begin with, the other

eight ground units, two air units, and

the "+5" marker being held off the map

for later use.

2. The "Game-Turn" marker is placed on

turn 1 of the Game-Turn Record Track

and the game begins with the first Air

Bombardment Phase.

3. On the Western edge of the map-board

is  a  sector  of  hexes 1136 to 1736

marked "A". On the Southern edge are

two further sectors 3826 to 3830 and

3816 to 3819 marked "B" and "C"

respectively.   German units do not

begin the game on the board but enter

through these three sectors, known as

"Entry Areas" during the first three

turns of the game.

4. The exact units entering through each

Entry Area in turns one, two, and three

are listed in Appendix ll.   Briefly, the

German 38th and 41st Corps enter Area

A in turn one, the 28th and 56th Corps

enter Area B on turn two, and the 2nd

Corps enters Area C on turn three.

Units may enter the board only in the

correct turn and Area, and may enter via

any map-board edge hex of that area,

counting the hex entered as the first hex

of movement.

Units may move and have combat

normally on their turn of entry, and, of

course, all German units already on the

map also operate normally.

5. Not a l l  of  the German units  enter

during the first three turns.   Some are

held back as later reinforcements, as

detailed in Appendix II.

6. RUSSIAN INITIAL MOVEMENT

RESTRICTIONS: Not all of the Russian

units are free to move normally in the

first two turns of the game.

The following units may not move in

the Russian Movement Phase of turn

one:

24th Tank Div.

177th Rifle Div.

302nd Rifle Div.

237th Rifle Div.

70th Rifle Div.

1st Vol. Div.

The following units may not move in

the Russian Movement Phase of turn

one or of turn two:

1st Mtn. Brigade

21st Tank Div.

No Move markers ("Turn 1" or "Turns

1,2") are placed on these units. 

All other Russian units are free to

move normally and all units may have

combat normally from the start of the

game.

6.0  MOVEMENT

6.1  Movement in the 
Movement Phase

6.11 In  the Movement Phase of  h is

player-turn, a player may move as many

or as few of his units as he wishes; all,

some, or none.

6.12 Units are moved one at a time,

tracing a path from hex to hex in any

direction or combination of directions.

Movement from hex to hex must be

consecutive (i.e. units may not "skip"

hexes), and a friendly unit may never

enter a hex containing an enemy unit

(EXCEPTION: Air Units, see 12.0).

6.13 As a uni t  moves i t  expends

movement points for each hex entered

or hexside crossed as laid down by the

Terrain Effects Chart, up to the limit of

its Movement Factor.

Bas ica l ly ,  i t  costs  a  uni t  one

movement point to enter each clear

terrain hex, with increased costs for

enter ing woods or  marsh hexes,  or

crossing river hexsides, and decreased

costs for moving along roads.   Note

that there are different columns on the

Terra in  Ef fects  Chart  for  Infantry ,

Mechanized,  and Russ ian Guerr i l la

units, and also that there are additional

movement point costs for leaving an

enemy Zone of Control (see 9.0).

No unit may enter a hex if to do so

would cause it to exceed its Movement

Factor, except that a unit may always

move one single hex in the Movement

Phase provided that it does not move

directly from one enemy rigid Zone of

Control to another enemy rigid Zone of

Control (see 9.0 again).



6.14 Movement points  may not  be

accumulated from turn to turn, or from

the Movement Phase to the Mechanized

Movement Phase,  nor  may they be

transferred from one unit to another.

Note that the die has nothing to do with

movement - it is used only in resolving

combat.

6.15 Movement point costs for crossing a

river hexside are cumulative with those

of the hex entered (EXCEPTION: roads).

For example, it would normally cost a

mechanized unit 3 movement points to

enter a woods hex; however, if it did so

from across a river (e.g. from 1035 to

0935), it would cost an additional 2

movement points, making a total of 5 to

enter the hex.

6.16 Units may only enter hexes at the

special movement point costs for roads

if they are moving along the road, i.e.

from one road hex to an adjacent road

hex a long the path of  the road.

Otherwise, the entry cost for a road hex

is that of the other terrain in the hex.   

Road movement costs are thus an

alternative to normal terrain costs, not

cumulative with them.   Units moving

along a road in the manner described

above do not have to pay any additional

movement point costs for crossing river

hexs ides .    For  the purposes of

movement, city hexes are considered to

contain roads, and units may enter and

leave them at the road movement rate

provided they do so along roads.

Units may freely combine road and

off - road movement in  the same

Movement Phase.

6.17 Hexsides which are completely

covered by lakes or sea are impassable,

and no unit may enter all-lake or all-sea

hexes (EXCEPTION: Russ ian Naval

Unit).   However, the partial land hexes

bordering lakes or the sea are playable

for all  purposes as if they were full

hexes.   Examples of lake hexsides:

0832/0833; 1821/1822, but not, for

example 2422/2522.

6.18 A unit's movement may be restricted

or prohibited altogether by the effects

of supply, enemy Zones of Control, or

disruption by air units, as explained in

11.0, 9.0, and 12.0 respectively.

These effects are cumulative if more

than one of them affect a unit.

6.19 It is important to remember that

units move one at a time, and the move

of each unit must be completed before

the player begins moving another unit.   

When the player releases a unit (i.e.

lets go of it) he is considered to have

completed that unit's move, and it may

not  be repos i t ioned or  i ts  move

changed.   This is important because the

stacking limits of 7.0 apply during the

Movement Phase as well as at the end

of it.

6.110 Once entered, no unit may leave

the map-board (unless  d iminished)

except to and from the Leningrad Inset

(EXCEPTION: Withdrawals - see 17.0).

Movement to ,  f rom,  and on the

Leningrad Inset is covered by 8.0.

6.2  Movement in the
Mechanized Movement Phase

6.21 Only  the German player  has a

Mechanized Movement Phase, and in

this phase he may move as many of his

Mechanized (i.e. Panzer or Motorized

Infantry) units as he wishes, irrespective

of whether or not they moved in the

Movement Phase.   These units may

move up to the limit of their Movement

Factor in exactly the same manner as in

the Movement Phase (note, however,

that there is no second combat phase

after mechanized movement).   No other

units may move in this phase.

6.22 All of rules 6.12 to 6.110 apply to

the Mechanized Movement Phase.   In

addition, a unit may not move at all in

the Mechanized Movement Phase if any

of the following apply:

a) the unit was out of supply at the

beginning of the player-turn (see

11.0)

b) the unit begins the Mechanized

Movement Phase in an enemy rigid

Zone of Control (9.0).

c) the unit took a penalty in the form

of a retreat in the immediately

preceding Combat Phase (10.0).

Mechanized units which incurred

penalties but choose to take them all in

the form of step losses are free to move.

6.3  The Neva River
6.31 The Neva River runs from Lake

Ladoga to join the Gulf of Finland at

Leningrad, and is marked on the map-

board by a thick blue line.   Special rules

apply  to  th is  part icu lar  r iver ,

differentiating it from other rivers in the

game.

6.32 German ground units may never

cross the Neva River on the main map.
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EXAMPLE: German 1st Panzer Division 1st Panzer Regiment (belongs to 41st Panzer

Coprs) moves along roads from 1235.   It expends 1/3 movement point per hex for

move from 1135 to 1031 because it across road hexsides.   It may ignore additional

cost for the river hexside between 1134 and 1133 because there is a road.

However, it expends 3 movement points for move from 1235 to 1135 and from 1031

to 1030 because it does not across road hexsides even if there are road symbol in

such hexes.   Totally, it expends 7 and 1/3 movement points from 1235 to 1030.



They may only cross it by means of the

bridges on the Leningrad Inset (see 8.0).

6.33 Russian units wishing to cross the

Neva River on the main map may do so

but must use their entire movement

allowance to move the one hex across;

i.e. a Russian unit may cross only if it

begins its Movement Phase adjacent to

a Neva River hexside; it then uses its

entire movement allowance to move

just one hex to cross the river and may

then move no further in that Movement

Phase (see the following image).

It is also possible for Russian (but not

German) units to cross the Neva River

as a result of retreating after combat

(10.2).

6.34 Zones of Control (9.0) do not extend

across  hexs ides  of  the Neva River ,

except at br idges on the Leningrad

Inset.

7.0  STACKING

7.1 As a general rule, no more than one

ground unit may occupy a hex at any

one t ime.    There are  a  number  of

exceptions to this rule, however, and

the occupation of a hex by more than

one unit is known as "stacking."

7.2 Two or three regiments of German

Panzer or Motorized Infantry Divisions

may stack together .  This  i s  only

permitted, however, if all the regiments

belong to the same division; regiments

of different divisions may not stack

together.   Specifically, the units in

question are the three regiments of the

1st, 6th, 8th, and 12th Panzer and the

SS "Totenkopf" divisions, and the two

regiments of the 3rd, 20th and 36th

Motorized Infantry divisions.

There is no parallel to this for Russian

units.   Russian divisions and brigades

may never stack with one another.

7.3 The German player may in addition

stack a Headquarters Unit with any of

h is  uni ts  or  s tacks  of  uni ts .

Headquarters Units may not stack with

each other ;  no more than one

Headquarters Unit may occupy the same

hex.

7.4 Single Russian Guerrilla Units and

single Russian Worker Units may stack

with each other and with other division

or brigade units. No more than one

Guerrilla Unit, and no more than one

Worker Unit may occupy a hex, but a

stack could. for example, consist of one

Guerrilla Unit, one Worker Unit, and one

other (division or brigade) unit.

7.5 Rules 7.2 to 7.4 above are the only

cases where more than one ground unit

may occupy a hex, and ground units

may never  stack with enemy units .

These l imitat ions are  in  force

throughout the Movement Phase as well

as at the end of it, and also throughout

the Combat Phase.

The restriction on stacking during the

Movement Phase refers only to hexes

actually occupied by units at any point

during the Phase.   It does not prevent

units  fo l lowing or  cross ing a route

previously taken by another unit earlier

in the same Movement Phase.

7.6 None of the above restrictions apply

in any way to Air Units (Section 12.0) or

to units on any of the three hexes of

Leningrad on the main map (see Section

8.2).   They do however apply in full to

all of the hexes of the Leningrad Inset,

in spite of the difference in scale.

8.0  THE LENINGRAD INSET

8.1  The Inset Map
8.11 To the South-East of the main map

is  a  smal ler  inset  of  the c i ty  of

Leningrad itself.   This is known as the

Leningrad Inset, and comes into play

when German units reach the city and

wish to attack it.

8.12 The major part of the Leningrad

Inset is composed of red hexes.   These

are referred to as the "interior hexes"

of the Inset and the area they occupy

corresponds to the three hexes of the

same color  on the main map-hexes

0219, 0220, and 0320.

The interior hexes of the Inset can be

subdivided into three districts:

i) the Moscow Side. entirely South of

the Neva River,

ii) the Vyborg Side, entirely North and

East of the Neva River,

iii) the Petrograd Side (Leningrad

Islands), in the estuary of the Neva

River.

These three d ist r ic ts  may be

considered to correspond to the three

hexes 0320, 0219, 0220 respectively,

and when Russ ian uni ts  are  being

transferred from main map to Inset or

vice versa they are transferred according

to this correspondence.

8.13 Around the edge of the interior

hexes are other hexes known as "fringe

hexes."   These fringe hexes correspond

to hexes which adjo in the three

Leningrad hexes on the main map.   In

clockwise order from North round to

South-West, the six separate areas of

fringe hexes correspond to the six hexes

0120, 0119, 0218, 0319, 0419. and

0420 respectively, and these are known

as the fringe hexes of the main map.

Each fringe hex of the main map has

two corresponding hexes on the Inset,

except for 0120 which has four.   There

are no Inset areas corresponding to

8 Six Angles

EXAMPLE: The Russian player may

stack three units as "A" in one hex

together, but may not as "B"

because it contains two Worker

units.



main map hexes 0121, 0221, or 0321.

8.14 On the interior hexes of the Inset

there are ten named buildings. These

are the "key points" of Leningrad, used

in determining victory (Section 18.0). 

8.2  Stacking and Movement
within Leningrad

8.21 Only Russian units may move on the

three Leningrad hexes of the main map.

To move from one such hex to another

costs one movement point and units

ignore the presence of the Neva River

running between the hexes.

Russian units leaving Leningrad on the

main map simply pay the normal terrain

costs for the hex entered, and may leave

along roads at the road movement rate.

8.22 Both sides' units may move on the

Leningrad Inset, but movement point

costs vary for the two sides;

RUSSIAN units all expend one movement

point for each interior hex entered.

GERMAN units incur the same movement

point costs as those for woods hexes -

two movement points for Infantry and

three movement points for mechanized

units, for each interior hex entered.  

When moving onto fringe hexes of the

Inset, units of both sides pay the normal

movement point costs for the type of

terrain entered.

8.23 On the Leningrad Inset, the Neva

River may only be crossed at bridges,

i.e. units may only move across Neva

River hexsides which are also crossed by

a bridge.   The additional movement

point costs for crossing a bridge are the

same as those for crossing a river on the

main map - one movement point for

Infantry and two movement points for

Mechanized units.   These extra costs

are the same for both sides.

8.24 The bridges on the Leningrad Inset

are permanent features and cannot be

blocked or destroyed.

8.25 In the North-West corner of the

Inset  is  a  s ingle hex containing an

unnamed island.   This island has no

bridges connecting it to the rest of the

Inset and neither side is allowed to

move into or occupy this hex.

8.26 Stacking limits for units in all hexes

of the Leningrad Inset are identical to

those described in Section 7.0 for the

main map.   However,  on the three

Leningrad hexes of the main map, the

Russian player may stack up to ten

times the normal limits, i.e. up to ten

Worker Units, plus up to ten Guerrilla

Units, plus up to ten other units, would

be permitted in each hex.

When the Russian player has units on

the main map Leningrad hexes and Inset

simultaneously, the total of units on any

main map hex and the corresponding

district on the Inset may not exceed this

tenfold limit.

8.3  Movement to and from 
the Inset

8.31 The German player may never use

any of the three Leningrad hexes on the

main map.   His units must always be on

the Inset whilst in Leningrad.

8.32 While there are no German units on

the Inset, the Russian player may use

either the Inset, or the main map hexes,

or even both at the same time, and may

freely transfer units from one to the

corresponding area of the other at any

time during either player-turn.   The act

of transferring units in this manner does

not  require  the expenditure of  any

movement points.

8.33 As soon as a German unit appears

on any f r inge hex of  the Inset ,  the

Russian player must instantly transfer

all of his units on the three Leningrad

main map hexes to  any of  the

corresponding hexes of the Inset, and

the Russian player is restricted to using

the Inset until it no longer contains any

German units.   Russian units may not

occupy the three main map hexes while

there are German units anywhere on the

Inset.

Transfer of Russian units from main

map to Inset may take place during the

German Movement or  Mechanized

Movement Phase.

8.34 German units moving into Leningrad

do so as follows: first the unit moves

into (or begins the phase in) a main

map fringe hex in the normal way, then

it transfers to one of the corresponding

fringe hexes of the Inset (this does not

requi re  the expenditure  of  any

movement points), and lastly moves off

the fringe hex on to an interior hex, or it

may remain on the fringe hex and may

attack any enemy units on adjacent

interior hexes.

Other units may follow by the same

route - there is no limit to the number of

units which may enter Leningrad by the

same fringe hex.
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EXAMPLE: City hexes and around of Leningrad, on the main map (left) and Inset map

(right).   These hexes marked with "A" to "I" may be considered to correspond to the

hexes with the same mark respectively.   For example, "G" means hex 0220 on the

main map and 18 hexes of "Petrograd Side" on the Inset map.



8.35 The procedure for  leaving the

Leningrad Inset is the reverse of the

above.   Units move from the interior to

f r inge hexes,  then t ransfer  (at  no

movement point  cost )  to  the

corresponding main map hex.   For this

to be possible, of course, the main map

hex in question must not contain any

enemy units.   If it does, then friendly

units may not enter the relevant Inset

fringe hex.

8.36 Russian units may enter and leave

the Inset in precisely the same manner

as that described in rules 8.34 and 8.35

above for German units.   Alternatively,

if there are no German units on the

Inset, Russian units may freely enter and

leave the three Leningrad main hexes.

Entry  cost  for  three hexes is  one

movement point (road movement rate

may apply).

8.37  IMPORTANT RULE: The GERMAN

player must transfer, at the end of his

Mechanized Movement Phase, all units

that he has on fringe hexes of the Inset

to their corresponding main map hexes.

If this results in exceeding stacking

limits in one of these main map hexes

then the German player must eliminate

sufficient of his own units to bring the

stacking down to permissible levels.

He has the choice of which units to lose

and these uni ts  are  permanent ly

removed from the game.

The RUSSIAN player must transfer, at

the end of the Russian Combat phase,

all units that he has on fringe hexes of

the Inset to their corresponding main

map hexes.   Again, if over-stacking

resul ts  then excess  uni ts  must  be

eliminated.

The effect of this rule is that a player

may never end his own player-turn with

units on the Inset fringe hexes, although

at all other times this is permissible.

The fact that each main map fringe hex

is represented by two or more hexes on

the Inset in effect permits over-stacking

on that  main map hex ( there is  no

objection to both Inset fringe hexes

corresponding to a single main map hex

being s imultaneously  occupied to

maximum stacking levels) ,  but this

situation must be resolved by the end of

a player's own player-turn.

8.4  Zones of Control and Combat
in Leningrad

8.41 In spite of the difference in scale,

the rules governing Zones of Control

(Section 9.0) and Combat (Section 10.0)

operate identically on the Leningrad

Inset to the main map.   The additional

movement point costs for leaving enemy

Zones of Control are also the same.

8.42 Zones of Control extend across

hexsides of the Neva River on the Inset

only where those hexsides are crossed

by bridges, and combat may not take

place across the river except across

these hexsides.

8.43 Zones of Control do not extend into

or out of the three Leningrad hexes on

the main map.   Attacks into any of

these three hexes are not permitted but

attacks from them may occur (see rule

8.45 below).

8.44 Units attacking into Leningrad must

do so on the Leningrad Inset.   Units

may attack adjacent interior hexes from

fringe hexes of the Inset.

8.45 Attacking fromLeningrad to an

adjacent fringe hex must be done on the

main map (hence the Germans may

never do this and Russian units may do

it only when there are no German units

on the Inset).   Although the stacking

rules pecul iar  to these three hexes

permit stacking to ten times the normal

level, only such units as would normally

be permitted to stack together in a

normal hex may attack out (i.e. no more

than one Worker, one Guerrilla, and one

other).

8.46  TERRAIN EFFECTS ON THE

LENINGRAD INSET:

The interior hexes of the Inset are

treated as city hexes for the purposes of

combat (i.e. defender trebled).

9.0  ZONES OF CONTROL

9.1 Each ground unit bears a letter, A, B,

or C, denoting that unit's "class".   This

unit class determines the extent and

effect of that unit's Zone of Control.

Unit class also has an effect on combat,

described in Section 10.4.

9.2 Class A units are said to possess a

"r ig id" Zone of  Contro l  (hereafter

abbreviated to "ZOC") consisting of the

hex they occupy plus the six adjacent

hexes, as shown in the diagram.   On

entering an enemy rigid ZOC, a unit

most immediately stop and move no

further in that phase.  

A unit which begins its Movement

Phase in an enemy rigid ZOC may leave,

provided that the first hex it moves into

is not also an enemy rigid ZOC; units

may never  move d i rect ly  f rom one

enemy r ig id  ZOC hex to another

(EXCEPTION: Advance after combat -

Section 10.5).   German units which

begin the Mechanized Movement Phase

10 Six Angles

EXAMPLE: ZOCs of German 6th Panzer

Division 4th Motorized Infantry

Regiment in hex F4 extend into

hexes E4, E5, F3, F4, F5, and G5, but

does not extend into G4 because

there is no bridge on hexside

between F4 and G4.
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in Russian rigid ZOC may not leave; they

may not move in that phase.

9.3 The ZOC of class B units is identical in

extent to that of class A units, i.e. the

hex occupied plus the six surrounding

hexes.   However, class B units are said

to possess  a  "f lu id" ZOC,  and the

difference is that a unit entering an

enemy fluid ZOC does not immediately

have to stop,  but  may cont inue

movement provided it has sufficient

movement points to do so.

A unit may also move directly from

one fluid ZOC to another, or from a fluid

ZOC directly into a rigid ZOC, or from a

rigid ZOC direct ly into a f luid ZOC.

German mechanized units which begin

the Mechanized Movement Phase in

enemy fluid ZOC may move normally.

9.4 There is  an addit ional  cost  of  3

movement points for all units to leave

an enemy ZOC, either rigid or fluid.

There is no additional movement point

cost to enter an enemy ZOC of either

type.   In other words, a unit leaving a

hex in  enemy ZOC must  expend 3

additional movement points over and

above the normal cost of entering the

hex it is moving into.

A uni t  which has insuf f ic ient

movement points to do this may not

leave the original hex, except by virtue

of  the last  sentence of  ru le  6 .13,

whereby a unit may always move one

s ingle  hex in  the movement phase

provided it does not move directly from

one rigid ZOC hex to another.

9.5 Class C units exert a ZOC only in the

hex they actually occupy.   They do not

exert any ZOC into the surrounding

hexes and do not have any effect at all

on enemy units moving through those

hexes.

9.6 All Russian units in fortification or

fortified city hexes are considered to

have a rigid ZOC, as if they were class A

units, irrespective of their actual class.

For combat purposes, however. such

units retain their original class letter.

German units never benefit in any way

from fortifications.

9.7 Zones of Control do not extend across

all-lake or all-sea hexsides, or across

the hexsides of the Neva River on the

main map.   They do, however, extend

across all other river hexsides on the

main map.   On the Leningrad Inset,

ZOC's extend across river Hexsides only

where crossed by a bridge.

Zones of Control do not extend from

the three Leningrad hexes on the main

map to any of the adjacent hexes. On

the Leningrad Inset, including the fringe

hexes, ZOCs operate in the normal way,

exactly as described in this Section.

9.8 Zones of Control only affect enemy

units; they never have any effect on

units of their own side.   Air Units and

the Russian Naval Unit are not affected

in any way by the ZOCs of either side.

9.9 There is no additional effect if more

than one unit exert a ZOC over a single

hex.

10.0  COMBAT

10.1  How Combat Occurs
10.11 Combat takes place only in the

Combat Phase of each player-turn, at

the discretion of the phasing player.

Only the phasing player (the player

whose player-turn it is) may choose to

have combat - the non-phasing player

has no choice in the matter.

In the context of this section, the

phasing player will be referred to as the

"attacker" and his opponent as the

"defender" regardless of the overall

strategic situation.

10.12 Combat is always voluntary on the

part  of  the attacker .    He is  never

obliged to attack and may, if he wishes,

make no attacks at al l  in a Combat

Phase.   Zones of Control have nothing

to do with combat except as described

in Section 10.3 (retreat after combat).

10.13 Combat may take place between

opposing units in adjacent hexes; units

may never attack enemy units to which

they are not adjacent.

10.14 When an attack is made against a

hex, all the units in that hex must be

attacked,  and their  combat factors

added up to produce one total combat
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EXAMPLE: Russian Mountain Brigade have a fluid ZOC, and Russian 177th Rifle Division

have a rigid ZOC.   German SS-Police Division unit (A) expends 1 movement point to

enter hex "a" and 4 MPs (1 for clear hex and 3 for disengage from enemy fluid ZOC)

to enter hex "b", and stop then (because lack of remaining movement allowance).

German 1st Panzer Division 113th Motorized Infantry Regiment (B) expends 6 MPs to

move to hexes "c", "d," and "e", and must stop then.   German 1st Infantry Division

expends 1 MP to enter hex "f" and must stop then (because enemy rigid ZOC).



factor for defense (EXCEPTION: rule

10.310).

10.15 No enemy unit, and no hex, may be

attacked more than once in the same

Combat Phase.   All units attacking the

same hex or hexes must total  their

combat  factors  to  produce one

combined combat factor for the attack.

10.16 The combat factor of a unit is

a lways uni tary  and may never  be

divided between different attacks.   No

attacking unit may take part in more

than one attack in any one Combat

Phase (here one "attack" is defined to

mean one roll of the die).

A unit may, however, attack enemy

units in more than one hex.   In this

instance the combat factors of all the

defending units in the hexes attacked

must  be added up to produce one

combined defense strength.

10.17 "Multi-unit/multi-hex" combat is

possible, where units in one or more

hexes attack defending units in one or

more hexes.    The only constraints are

those laid down in rules 10.11 to 10.16

above, and in particular the following

are all permissible:

i) attacking units stacked in the same

hex may take part  in  separate

attacks against different hexes.

ii) some units in a hex may attack

while other units in the same hex

do not attack at all.

iii) a player is not obliged to attack

all hexes to which his attacking

units are adjacent.   He may attack

some such hexes and ignore others.

Thus, within the constraints of rules

10.11 to 10.16, the attacker may divide

combat up in any way he wishes.

10.18 The attacking player may resolve

his attacks in any order he wishes.   He

is not obliged to specify which units are

attacking which defending units until

the t ime comes to resolve that

particular attack.   However, all Air

Units giving Ground Support must be

placed on thei r  targets  before any

attack is resolved (see Section 12.0).

10.2 How Combat Is Resolved:
The Combat Results Table

10.21 Each attack is resolved in a five-

step process, as follows:

STEP ONE: Take the combat factor of

each defending uni t  and modi fy  i t

according to the ef fects  of  ter ra in

(Section 10.3), supply (Section 11.2),

and disruption (Section 12.4), if any.

These effects are all cumulative, and

any fractions arising are not rounded up

or down, but are retained.

The combat  factors  of  a l l  the

defending units, thus modified, are then

added up to produce a single combined

defense strength.   Fractions are still

retained.

STEP TWO: Take the combat factor of

each attacking uni t  and modi fy  i t

according to the effects of supply, if

any.   The combat factors of all the

attacking units, thus modified, are then

added up to produce a combined attack

strength.   Again, fractions are retained

at all stages.

STEP THREE: Compare the attack strength

arrived at in (step two) with the defense

strength arrived at in (step one) in the

form of  a  rat io  -  at tack st rength :

defense strength.   Then simplify this

numer ica l  rat io  to one of  the odds

comparisons found across the top line

of the Combat Results Table, always

rounding off in favor of the defender.

For example, 26:9 would round down

to 2:1, 7:4.5 down to 3:2, and 5.5:12 to

1:3.   Attacks at 8:1 or greater yield an

automatic "DE" result; attacks at worse

than 1:3 are not allowed.

STEP FOUR: Roll one die, and modify the

number thus obtained according to the

effects of unit class (Section 10.4) and

Ground Support (Section 12.5), if any.

STEP FIVE: Cross-reference the modified

die-roll obtained from (step four) with

the odds-ratio column determined in

(step three). and read off the result.

This indicates the result of the attack.

10.22 Complete the above procedure for

each attack and implement the result

before moving on to the next.   Repeat

the procedure for each attack until all

attacks have been resolved, at which

point the Combat Phase is completed.

10.23 The resul t  obta ined f rom the

Combat Results Table will either read

"AE" or "DE," or be in the form of two

numbers or a dash with an oblique (#/#)

between them.   The interpretation of

these results is as follows:

"AE" = Attacker Eliminated .    A l l

attacking units involved in the attack

are removed f rom the map-board.

These units are permanently eliminated

and do not re-enter the game.

"DE" = Defender Eliminated. All

defending units involved in the attack

are removed f rom the map-board.

These units are permanently eliminated

and do not re-enter the game.

"#/#" Results = The number on the left 

of the oblique refers to the attacker and

the number on the right refers to the

defender.   These numbers indicate the

number of "penalties" to be taken by

units of each side involved in the attack.

A dash (-) is equivalent to a zero, so a

"-/-" result, for example, would indicate

that no penalties were to be taken by

either side.

10.24 Penalties are taken in one of two

ways -  e i ther  as  "retreats",  which

involves moving the units back, or as

"step losses ," which involves  a

12 Six Angles

EXAMPLE: Two German units in hex

2009 with 4 combat factors each

attack two Russian units in 1909 and

1910 with 4 combat factors each.   In

this case, combat factor of 90th Rifle

Division (in woods) is doubled and so

the odds-ratio is 8:12 = 1:2.



reduct ion in  the st rength of  uni ts .

Where a choice exists, it is always the

owning player who makes the decision

as to which of these two options are

exercised, i.e. the attacker decides how

attacking units should take penalties

and the defender  dec ides  how

defending units should take them.   The

terms "retreat" and "step loss" are

explained in detail below, in rules 10.27

to 10.210 of this subsection.

10.25 In general, only the first penalty in

any one combat may be taken as either

a retreat or a step loss by each player.

Second and third penalties must be

taken as step losses.   In other words, if

units involved in a particular attack

suf fer  a  combat  resul t  of  "1" they

would have the option of taking either a

step loss or a retreat.

If he suffers a combat result of "2,"

however, he must take at least one of

these penalties as a step loss, and retains

the choice only with the other.   Similarly

with combat results of "3," at least two

of these must be taken as step losses.

10.26 In cases where only one side has to

take penalties, application of the above

rule is straightforward.   Complications

arise, however, when both sides in an

attack are required to take penalties-

specifically, the "2/1," "1/1," and "1/2"

combat results.   In these cases, the

attacker must take all of his penalties

first, before the defender decides how

to take his.

The attacker chooses how to take his

penalt ies in accordance with rule 5

above, but if he decides to take his first

penalty in the form of a retreat, then

the defender is not obliged to take his

first penalty at all.  (He stil l  has the

option to take this first penalty if he

wishes, in either form, but he does not

have to take it. In the case of a "1/2"

result when the attacker chooses to

retreat, the defender must still take the

second penalty, and must take it as a

step loss.)

Only if the attacker takes all of his

penalties as step losses is the defender

obliged to then take all of his penalties,

and he then does so in accordance with

rule 10.25 above.

10.27  RETREATS: If a player chooses to

take his first penalty in the form of a

retreat, he does so by moving all of his

units involved in the combat back one

hex.    Th is  does not  requi re  the

expenditure of movement points, nor do

all of the units have to retreat to the

same hex.

The retreat may be in any direction the

owning player desires - even towards

his opponents lines - but a unit may not

retreat across an impassable hexside,

of f  the mapboard,  or  into a  hex in

enemy Zone of Control (of any type),

even if this hex is occupied by another

friendly unit.   Nor may a unit retreat in

such a way that the stacking limits of

Section 7.0 are exceeded in the hex

moved into.

Note that although units may normally

move from one fluid ZOC to another,

this is not permitted in retreats. Here,

uni ts  are  prohib i ted f rom enter ing

enemy ZOC of any kind.

10.28 A unit may not retreat at all, and

must therefore take all penalties in the

form of  step losses i f  e i ther  of  the

following conditions apply:

i) the unit is disrupted (see Section

12.0)

ii) the unit is surrounded by enemy

ZOC, or impassable hexsides, or the

mapboard edge, or hexes to which

it cannot move because of stacking

limits, or any combination of these.

(N.B. Russian Units may retreat across

the Neva River - German units may not.)

10.29 Because Class C units have a ZOC

only  in  the hex they occupy,  i t  i s

possible for a unit to retreat adjacent to

enemy Class C (only) units.   Such Class

C units could not attack the unit which

has just retreated in the same Combat

Phase, but could attack other units

which were in the hex at the start of the

Combat Phase.

lf this happens, the already-retreated

unit is ignored for the purposes of odds
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EXAMPLE: German 8th Panzer Division 10th Panzer Regiment attacks Russian 10th Rifle

Division and the result is "1/1".   If the German player retreats the attacking unit one

hex, the Russian player ignores "1" penalty according to rule 10.26 and may hold the

defending hex on (option A).   If the German player applies "1" as step loss of the

attacking unit, the Russian player must choose either of 1 hex retreat or 1 step loss of

the defending unit (option B, the Russian player chooses retreat).   In this case, the

attacking unit may advance into a vacated defending hex (see 10.7).



calculat ion,  but  i s  af fected by any

combat result suffered by other units in

the hex (step losses may be taken from

this unit).

10.210  STEP LOSSES: All of the German

unit counters (except HQ and Air Units)

and some of  the Russ ian ones are

pr inted on both s ides.    These two

represent the same mil i tary unit  at

different levels of strength.

All units start or enter the game at full

strength, the face displaying the higher

Combat Factor and Class uppermost.

When such a unit takes one step loss, it

is flipped over to display the reduced

Combat Factor and Class on the reverse

side, and these values are used for the

rest of the game.

German HQ units and many Russian

units are printed only on one side.  Such

units do not have a reduced strength

and if one of these units takes a step

loss  then i t  i s  e l iminated and

permanently removed from the game.

The same applies to double-sized units

already at reduced strength.   If one of

these units were required to take a

further  s tep loss  i t  too would be

permanently removed from the game.

10.211 If either side taking step losses

after a combat has more than one unit

involved in  that  combat ,  then the

owning player has the choice of which

of his units will take the step losses.

Step losses  may be apport ioned

between uni ts  in  any manner  the

owning player wishes, but they must be

taken from units actually involved in

that particular combat, as distinct from

other units that may be in the same hex.

A player may take two step losses at

once from a double-sided unit at full

strength, removing it immediately from

the game and counting that as two step

losses taken (in many cases, in fact, the

player may have no choice but to do

this).

10.212 A player cannot, in any situation

(EXCEPTION: rule 10.26 above) decline

to take a penalty in either form, and the

results of each attack must be fully

resolved before players roll the die for

the next attack.

10.3  Terrain Effects on Combat
10.31 The combat  st rength of  the

defender in any attack may be modified

on account of the terrain in or bordering

the hex the defending units occupy.

These effects are listed on the Terrain

Effects Chart, and a full explanation is

given in this subsection.

Terrain only ever affects the defender

in any attack.   Attacking units never

have their combat strength modified

due to terrain.

10.32 Units defending in woods or marsh

hexes have their combat factor doubled

when attacked.   Units in cities or on

interior hexes of the Leningrad Inset

have their combat factors trebled when

attacked.

10.33  RIVERS: The combat factor of a

defending uni t  i s  doubled i f  i t  i s

attacked by units all of which are on the

other side of a r iver hexside of the

defending unit's hex.   If some units are

attacking across the river and some are

not, there is no modification; only if all

the attacking units are on the other side

of the river is the defender's combat

factor doubled.

This effect is cumulative with those

described in rule 2 above; e.g. if a unit

in a woods hex was attacked entirely

from across a river its combat factor

would be quadrupled, and a unit in a

city attacked entirely across a r iver

would have its combat factor multiplied

by six.

10.34  FORTIFICATIONS: Fortifications

benefit only the Russian player, and in

addition to the effects described in rule

9.6 (all units have rigid ZOC), Russian

units in fortification hexes have their

combat factors trebled when attacked.

This effect supersedes that of any other

terrain in the fortification hex (i.e. if

there are woods or marshes in the same

hex, it is the fortification, and not the

woods or marsh which would count for

combat purposes). 

However the effects of fortifications

are cumulative with those of rivers (in

the same way as those of cities are: see

above).

10.35  FORTIFIED CITY: A fortified city is

a terrain type in its own right; it is not a
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EXAMPLE: Russian Naval Infantry Brigade under German attack may retreat to hex "a"
(because German 96 Infantry Division is class C and so does not extend its ZOC to
adjacent hex).  German 96th Infantry Division may attack Russian 281th Rifle Division
in hex "b", but may never attack Naval Infantry Brigade.

German 8th Panzer Division 28th Motorized Infantry Regiment under Russian attack
may retreat into hex "c" (because Russian 2GV and 5GV divisions are class C).
Russian 2GV and 5GV divisions may attack German 8th Panzer Division 8th Motorized
Infantry Regiment in hex "c".   In this case, combat factor of 28th Motorized Infantry
Regiment is not counted and so combat ratio is 5:4 = 1:1.   If the result of combat is 
"-/1", the German player have three options: (1) 8th Motorized Infantry Regiment
takes 1 step loss, (2) 28th Motorized Infantry Regiment takes 1 step loss (see 10.33),
or (3) both units retreat 1 hex.
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combination of city and fortification.

Fortified cities only benefit as such the

Russian player, and Russian units in

fortified cities have their combat factor

quadrupled when attacked.   This effect

too is cumulative with that of rivers,

and the largest possible combat factor

modification in the game occurs when a

fortified city hex is attacked solely from

across a river, when the combat factor

of defending Russian units is multiplied

by eight.

For German units, a fortified city is

t reated as  an ordinary  c i ty  for  a l l

purposes.

10.36 Fortifications and fortified cities

cannot be removed and do not lose

their effects after occupation by German

units.   If such a hex were subsequently

recaptured by the Russ ian p layer ,

Russian units would again benefit in the

normal way.

10.37  THE NEVA RIVER: No units of

either side may attack across hexsides

of the Neva River on the main map.

10.38  RIVERS ON THE LENINGRAD

INSET: Units may attack across river

hexsides on the Leningrad Inset only

where those hexsides are crossed by a

bridge.   The effect is then the same as

an attack across a normal river hexside

on the main map, and is cumulative

with the effect of Leningrad interior

hexes described in rule 10.32 of this

subsection.

No attacks may take place across

unbr idged r iver  hexs ides  on the

Leningrad Inset, and no retreats are

allowed across such hexsides.   The

bridges of the Leningrad Inset cannot be

blocked or destroyed.

10.39 In cases where more than one hex

is being attacked in a single combat, it

is possible that the terrain effects of

each of the defending hexes may be

different. In this case, the modified

combat strengths of the defending units

in each hex are computed separately,

and then finally added together to give

a combined defense strength for the

whole attack.

10.310 Roads and rail lines do not affect

combat .    Terra in  ef fects  in  hexes

containing these depends on the other

terrain in the hex.   Units in clear terrain

hexes do not have their combat factor

modified on defense except by virtue of

rivers on their hexsides.

10.4  Unit Class Effects on Combat
10.41 The Class of units participating in

combat  af fects  that  combat  by

modify ing the d ie  ro l l -adding or

subtracting from the number rolled on

the die for that combat.   The following

table gives the number by which the die

roll is modified-cross reference the Class

of the attacking units with that of the

defending units:

10.42 In many cases, of course, an attack

may contain units of more than one

Class attacking or defending.   Here, the

following rules apply:

When units of more than one different

Class are attacking in the same attack,

the Class of the attack as a whole is

considered to be that of the lowest

Class unit involved.

When units of more than one different

Class are defending against the same

attack, the Class of the defense as a

whole is considered to be that of the

highest Class unit involved.

(Order of Class, highest to lowest, is

A, B, C)

10.43 The effects of unit Class on combat

are cumulative with those of Ground

Support by Air Units.   See Section 12.5.

10.5  Advance After Combat
10.51 If, after the effects of a combat

have been resolved,  the hex under

attack is left vacant of defending units,

the attacker has the option to advance

into the hex with units involved in the

attack,  up to the normal  l imits  of

stacking in the hex moved into.   This

does not require the expenditure of

EXAMPLE: A Class A unit attacking a

Class C unit would add 2 to the die

roll.   A Class C unit attacking a

Class B unit would subtract 1 from

the die rol.

EXAMPLE: (LEFT) The combat factor of Russian 168th Rifle Division is not doubled

because one German unit attacking not across a river hexside.   The combat factor of

Russian 168th Rifle Division is 8 (4 is doubled by woods).

(RIGHT) The combat factor of Russian 168th Rifle Division is doubled because all

German units attacking across river hexsides.   The combat factor of Russian 168th

Rifle Division is 16 (4 is doubled by woods, and also doubled by river).



movement points and is considered part

of the Combat Phase, but the units

which advance must be units which

actually took part in the attack, and if

the attacking player chooses to exercise

this option, he must do so immediately,

before moving on to resolve the next

combat.

The hex moved into may be any type

of  ter ra in ,  and i t  does not  matter

whether the defending units retreated

or were eliminated to vacate the hex.

This rule applies both on the main map

and on the Leningrad Inset.

10.52 In cases where more than one hex

is attacked in a s ingle combat,  the

above rule applies identically if just one

of the defending hexes is left vacant

after  combat .    I f  more than one

defending hex is  le f t  vacant ,  the

attacker  may choose which hex he

wishes to  advance into,  and may

advance into more than one such hex if

possible.

10.53 When advancing after combat in

th is  manner ,  advancing uni ts  may

ignore all types of enemy ZOC.   A unit

may advance after combat even if this

involves  moving d i rect ly  f rom one

enemy rigid ZOC to another.

This is the only circumstance in the

game in which this can be done.

10.54 Only the attacker in any combat

may advance af ter  combat .    The

defender may never do so, even if the

attacker's hexes are left vacant.

11.0  SUPPLY

11.1  Supply Determination
11.11 To be able  to move and have

combat at full effectiveness, a unit must

be "in supply," i.e. it must be able to

trace an uninterrupted supply line from

the hex it occupies to a supply source

according to the rules laid down in this

Section.   A unit unable to do this is said

to be "out of supply" and incurs certain

penalties in movement and combat.

11.12 The supply status (whether a unit is

in or out of supply) of all units of both

s ides  is  determined in  the Supply

Determination Phase of both player-

turns.   This means that each unit on the

board has its supply status checked

twice per game-turn.   The supply status

thus determined in  any Supply

Determination Phase lasts unaltered

until the next Supply Determination

Phase.

11.13 Supply is determined in a different

manner for Russian and German units.

The GERMAN player  determines

supply as follows: each German unit

must be able to trace a continuous path

of hexes not more than six hexes in

length and free from enemy ZOC of all

types to the HQ Unit of its own Corps.

This Corps HQ Unit must in turn be able

to trace a similar continuous path not

more than six hexes in length free of

enemy ZOC, either leading directly off

the South or  West  edge of  the

mapboard,  or  leading to a  hex

containing a rail line.   This rail line

must then run uninterrupted by enemy

ZOC off the South or West edge of the

mapboard.

In  count ing the s ix-hex paths

described above, count the hex to which

the path is being traced, but not the hex

from which it is traced.   The path may

take any route across  any type of

terrain, irrespective of movement point

costs, but may not cross impassable

hexsides (including the Neva River).

11.14 The RUSSIAN player determines

supply as follows: each Russian unit

must be able to trace a continuous path

of hexes from the hex it occupies, of any

length, free of enemy ZOC of all types,

leading either to Leningrad or off the

North or East edges of the mapboard.

The supply path may be of any length

and take any route across any type of

terrain, irrespective of movement point

costs, but may not cross impassable

hexs ides .    I t  may,  however ,  c ross

hexsides of the Neva River.

Once German uni ts  enter  the

Leningrad Inset, Russian units may only

trace supply back to Leningrad if they

can do so to any interior hex on the

Leningrad Inset which is not in German

ZOC.   For this purpose, the supply path

transfers from the main map to the Inset

via the fringe hexes in exactly the same

way as a moving unit.

11.15 Paths of supply may never pass

through hexes in the ZOC, either rigid or

fluid, of enemy units.   However, for this

purpose, and for this purpose only,

friendly units in enemy ZOC negate the

ZOC in the hexes they occupy.   In other

words, a unit may trace a path of supply

through a hex in enemy ZOC if, and only

if, that hex is occupied by a friendly

unit.

It follows, therefore, that it does not

matter if the unit tracing supply, or, for

the Germans, the HQ unit via which

supply is traced, is in enemy ZOC, as the

ZOC in these hexes will be negated for

supply purposes anyway.

11.16  RAIL LINES: The only function of

ra i l  l ines  in  th is  game is  that  of

providing supply for the German player;

no uni ts  may use any form of  ra i l

movement.   Rail lines are considered to

intersect at all points where two lines

cross, and to run uninterrupted through

all city hexes on their route.   German

paths of supply being traced along rail

lines may be of any length and take any

route through the rail network.

Supply may not be traced through a

rail line hex in enemy ZOC unless that

hex is occupied by a friendly unit.

11.17 Any unit which is unable to trace a

path of  supply  in  the Supply

Determination Phase according to the

rules of this sub-section, has an "Out of

Supply" marker placed on top of it.

The effects of being out of supply last

until  the next Supply Determination

Phase, when the unit's supply status is

checked again.

11.18 Note that ,  unl ike many other

games, there is no concept of "control"

of hexes other than those currently in

units' ZOC in this game.   It is quite

possible for units of opposing sides to

trace paths  of  supply  which pass

through the same hex (such a hex would
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clearly have to be out of ZOC's of either

side, though).

11.19 There is no limit to the number of

units that can be supplied from the

same source or  v ia  the same or

overlapping supply paths.

11.2  Effects of being Out of Supply 
11.21 Units which are out of supply may

move a maximum of one hex in the

Movement Phase.   This one hex may be

in any direction and is irrespective of

movement point costs, but units may

not ,  of  course,  c ross  impassable

hexsides or move directly from one hex

in enemy rigid ZOC to another.

11.22 German mechanized units which

are out of supply may not move at all in

the Mechanized Movement phase.

11.23 All units which are out of supply

have thei r  combat  factors  halved,

whether attacking or defending.   This

effect is cumulative with the effects of

terrain (Section 10.3) and disruption

(Section 12.4), and any fractions are

retained as described in rule 10.21.

Out of supply units which attack may

advance after combat in accordance

with Section 10.5 if eligible, even if they

have moved one hex dur ing the

Movement Phase.

11.24 Any unit which was already out of

supply and is found to be still out of

supply in the Supply Determination

Phase of an opposing player-turn must

take a step loss of one step.   Units not

already out of supply, and units in the

Supply Determination Phase of their own

player-turn incur no penalty of this type.

EXAMPLE: A German unit is found to

be out of supply in his own player-turn

and remains out of supply in the Supply

Determination Phase of the immediately

following Russian player-turn.   It must

take one step loss at this point.   There

would be no further penalty if it were

still out of supply on the next German

Supply Determination Phase, but if it

were still out of supply in the Supply

Determination Phase of the ensuing

Russian player-turn, it would have to

take a second step loss (and hence

would be eliminated).

Note that these step loss requirements

apply to each "out of  supply" unit

individually, not to just one for a stack

of group of units out of supply.   Any

units eliminated as a result of such a

step loss are removed immediately,

before the ensuing Movement Phase.

11.3  German Headquarters Units 
11.31 Only  the German player  has

Headquarters (HQ) Units, and these are

used solely for the purpose of tracing

supply.   Russian units trace supply

directly back to a supply source without

the intermediary of HQ units.

11.32 German HQ Units are Class C units

which may stack freely with any German

units (not necessarily of its own Corps).

No more than one HQ unit may occupy

the same hex, however.

11.33 HQ units may never attack, and if

s tacked with other  uni ts  they are

considered to have a combat factor of 0

when attacked.   If an HQ unit is alone

in a  hex when i t  i s  at tacked,  i t  i s

considered to have a combat factor of 1,

which is subject to modification in the

normal way.

Although HQ Units may not take part

in attacks,  they have the option of

retreating if stacked with an attacking

unit  or  uni ts  which e lect  to  take a

penalty in the form of a retreat, after

combat. (They may not, however, take

step losses in such situations.)

11.34 The s ix  HQ units  each bear  a

unique Corps number  which

corresponds to Corps numbers shown

on the ground combat units.   Each unit

may draw supply only from its own

Corps HQ unit, and any unit unable to

do this in the manner described in rule

11.13 is considered to be out of supply.

11.35 Corps HQ units must themselves be

able to trace supply by means of a path

of hexes no more than six hexes in

length free of enemy ZOC leading either

off the mapboard or to a rail line which

then runs, free of enemy ZOC, off the

mapboard Any HQ Unit unable to do

this is considered to be out of supply,

and this automatically means that all

units of that Corps will also be out of

supply.

HQ units tracing a path of supply

directly off the mapboard do not count
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EXAMPLE: German 20th Motorized Infantry Division 90th Motorized Infantry Regiment

may trace a path of supply to 39th Panzer Corps HQ within 6 hexes.   However, it may

not trace if 12th Motorized Infantry Division 5th Motorized Infantry Regiment is not in

hex "a" and so be out of supply.

German 269 Infantry Division may trace a path of supply to 56th Panzer Corps HQ

within 6 hexes.   39th and 56th Panzer Corps HQs may trace a path of supply to the

railroad within 2 hexes.   This rail line must then run uninterrupted by enemy ZOC off

the South or West edge of the mapboard.



the hex they actually occupy, but must

count one hex for the path actually

leaving the board, when counting the

length of the path; i.e. there must be no

more than five clear hexes between the

HQ Unit and the board edge.

11.36 The Corps HQ Units are all single-

sided and hence they have only one

step.   They may be eliminated either by

combat or as a result of being out of

supply.   If this happens then the HQ

Unit is replaced at the beginning of the

next German Movement Phase.   Simply

bring the eliminated HQ Unit back in the

same Entry Area as it first appeared.   It

then moves on to the mapboard in the

same way as  re inforcements  (se  e

Section 17.0), and the normal supply

routes are immediately effective again

for all units of that Corps.

Note that Corps HQ Units are the only

uni ts  in  the game which are  ever

replaced.    For  a l l  other  uni ts ,

elimination is permanent.

11.37 The German 41st Corps HQ is a

mechanized uni t ,  subject  to  the

movement rates of other mechanized

units  and able  to  move in  the

Mechanized Movement Phase.    Al l

other HQ units are non-mechanized and

move as infantry.

The Supply functions of HQ units are

unaffected by disruption (Section 12.4).

11.4  Special Supply Situations 
11.41 There are a number of special

situations in which the normal supply

rules outlined so far in this Section do

not apply and units are considered to be

automatically in supply without having

to trace the usual supply path.   These

situations are given below.

11.42  FORTIFICATIONS AND FORTIFIED

CITIES: Russian units in fortifications

and fortified cities are not required to

trace supply.   Should they leave the

fortification or fortified city, normal

supply rules apply from the next Supply

Determination Phase.   These benefits

do not apply to German units.

11.43  GUERRILLA UNITS: The four

Russ ian Guerr i l la  Units  are  never

requi red to t race supply ;  they are

considered always to be in supply.

11.44  REINFORCEMENTS: Reinforce-

ments  are  cons idered to be auto-

matically in supply on the turn in which

they enter the game.   The same applies

to HQ Units being replaced.

11.45  GERMAN GARRISON UNITS: As

noted in Section 17.0, to gain Victory

Points  for  the c i t ies  of  Novgorod,

Chudovo,  Kir ishi ,  and Volkhov,  the

German player must not only capture

them but keep at least one division-

s ized unit  in each from the turn of

capture to the end of the game.

The German units occupying these

cities are known as garrison units and

are exempt from normal supply rules.

Any German units, except HQ units, in

any of these four cities are considered

to be automatically in supply.   Should

they leave, normal supply rules would

apply  f rom the fo l lowing Supply

Determination Phase.

German HQ Units and all Russian

Units in these cities must trace supply in

the normal way.

11.46  RUSSIAN WORKER UNITS:

Russian Worker Units on the main map

are considered to be automatically in

supply in the cities they occupy.

Other Russian units stacked with them

must,  however,  t race supply in the

normal way.

11.5  Supply on the Leningrad Inset 
11.51  Certain modifications to the normal

supply  ru les  apply  to  uni ts  on the

Leningrad Inset.   Units of either side on

fringe hexes of the Inset trace supply as

if they were on the corresponding hexes

of the main map.   Units on interior

hexes of the Inset are guided by rules

11.52 and 11.53 below.

11.52 RUSSIAN UNITS on interior hexes

of  the Inset  are  cons idered to be

automatically in supply; they do not

have to trace supply paths.

11.53 GERMAN UNITS on interior hexes

must first be able to trace a continuous

path of hexes of any length, free from

enemy ZOC of all types, from the hex

they occupy to a fringe hex of the Inset.

The path then t ransfers  to  the

corresponding fringe hex on the main

map and carries on in the normal way,

the fringe hex being counted as the first

hex of the six-hex supply path; the

length of the supply path on the Inset

itself is immaterial.

Should the Corps HQ of the unit in

question also be on the Inset, then the

path between unit and HQ on the Inset

may be of any length, any the path from

HQ Unit to rail line hex must accord to

the provis ions of  the preceding

paragraph.

In either case above, the fringe hex on

the main map via which the supply path

transfers must be out of enemy ZOC (for

supply purposes).

12.0  AIRPOWER

12.1  Air Units
12.11 The Air Units in the game are an

abstract representation of the aircraft

and airpower available to both sides in

the campaign.   They do not represent

any specific number or type of aircraft.

Air Units may be used in either of two

ways: for bombarding targets in the Air

Bombardment Phase, or for Ground

Support in the Combat Phase.   They

may not be used in any way other than

these, and in particular combat between

opposing air units is not allowed.

12.12 In  general ,  Ai r  Uni ts  have no

Combat Factor or Class of their own,

and do not exert ZOCs of any kind.

They have unl imited movement

capability, are unaffected by ZOCs of

either side, and cannot be destroyed.

There are  no l imitat ions on thei r

stacking, either with each other or with

ground units, and they may even be

placed on top of enemy units.   They

operate on the Leningrad Inset  in

exactly the same way as on the main

map.   Air Units do not require supply

and are not affected by combat results

in any way.
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12.13 Air Units only operate in their own

side's player-turn; they are kept off the

board during the opposing side's player-

turn.   Thus, opposing Air Units may

never  come into contact  with each

other.

12.2  Availability of Air Units
12.21 The German Player has five Air

Units, the Russian Player two; however,

not  a l l  of  a  p layer 's  Ai r  Uni ts  are

necessarily available to him on each

turn.   The number of Air Units that a

player  may use on each turn is

determined by his Air Availability Table

(except for the German Player on turns

1 to 5).   Excess Air Unit counters are

simply kept off the board.

12.22 For turns 1 to 5 of the game, the

number of Air Units which the German

Player may use is as follows:

Turn 1 --- 3 Air Units

Turn 2 --- 4 Air Units

Turns 3, 4, and 5 --- 5 Air Units per turn

From turn 6 onwards,  for  the

remainder of the game, the German

Player rolls one die at the beginning of

his Air Bombardment Phase in each

turn, to determine how many Air Units

wi l l  be avai lable  to  h im that  turn,

according to the German Air Availability

Table ,  which is  pr inted on the

mapboard.

12.23 The Russian Player rolls one die at

the beginning of his Air Bombardment

Phase in every turn, and the number of

Air Units available to him in that turn is

determined by reference to the Russian

Air Availability Table.   This table is also

printed on the mapboard.

12.3  Air Bombardment 
12.31 Having determined how many Air

Units are available to him in his turn,

the phasing player  now apport ions

those Units between those he wishes to

use for Air Bombardment and those he

wishes to  use for  Ground Support .

Each available Air Unit may execute one

or other of these missions, not both, in

any turn.   Those Units carrying out Air

Bombardment are then placed on their

targets,  whi le those to be used for

Ground Support are held off the board

until the Combat Phase.

12.32 Air Bombardment is carried out

against individual hexes containing

enemy uni ts .    Each Ai r  Uni t  may

bombard just one target hex during the

phase.   However. there is no limit to

the number of Air  Units which may

bombard the same target hex.

12.33 To execute Air  Bombardment,

simply place each Air Unit on top of the

hex i t  i s  to  bombard in  the Ai r

Bombardment Phase.   When all such

Air Units have been placed, one die is

rolled for each Unit, and the outcome of

the attack is determined by reference to

the Air Bombardment Table (printed on

the mapboard).

12.34 Note that  the chances of  Ai r

Bombardment being successful depend

solely on the terrain in the hex under

attack, and not on the units in that hex.

Failure to achieve a disruption result

means that the units in the target hex

suffer no adverse effects whatsoever.

12.35 If several Air Units are bombarding

the same target hex, a die is rolled

separate ly  for  each Ai r  Uni t ,  and

disruption is achieved if any of the Units

ro l l s  one of  the requi red numbers .

There is  no addi t ional  ef fect  i f

disruption is rol led more than once

against the same target hex.

12.36 All bombarding Air Units must be

allocated to their target hexes before

any die rolls are made for disruption.

Thus, if several Units were bombarding

the same target, and the first of these

rolled a disruption result, the others

could not be re-allocated (nor used later

for Ground Support).

12.37 Some fortification hexes contain

other types of terrain as well. These

hexes are treated as fortifications for

the purposes of Air Bombardment, i.e.

the die roll needed to disrupt is "1".

12.38 Air  Units  involved in  Ai r

Bombardment are removed from the

mapboard at  the end of  the Ai r

Bombardment Phase.

12.4  Effects of Disruption
12.41 Disruption, when it occurs, affects

a l l  the uni ts  in  the target  hex

(EXCEPTION: Rule 12.44 below), and a

"Disrupted" marker is placed over them

to signify this.   These units remain

disrupted for the rest of that player-turn

and a l l  of  the fo l lowing opposing

player-turn.   The "Disrupted" marker is

removed at the end of the opposing

player-turn.

12.42 Disrupted units may not move at

all, either during their own Movement

or Mechanized Movement Phases, or

during either player's Combat Phase.   If

a disrupted unit suffers penalties during

combat, it must take them all as step

losses.

In addition, disrupted units may not

attack at all, and have their combat

factors halved when they are defending.

Disruption does not affect a unit's Class

or ZOC.

12.43 There are no additional effects if a

disruption result is achieved against an

already-disrupted unit.

12.44 Air Units may bombard Leningrad

either on the main map or the Inset.

However, when a Leningrad main map

hex is bombarded (die roll needed to

disrupt = "1") any disruption result

affects only one unit in the hex (of the

German player's choice) rather than all

of  them.   The German player  may

attempt to disrupt more than one unit in

such a hex by allocating several Air

Units to bombard it.

12.45 Russ ian uni ts  d is rupted in

Leningrad may still be transferred from

main map to Inset but not vice versa.

12.46 The effects of disruption on the

Russian Naval Unit are different to the

above and are described in Section 13.0.

12.5  Ground Support
12.51 Those available Air Units which did

not take part in Air Bombardment may

be used for Ground Support during the
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Combat Phase.   They are placed on the

mapboard at  the beginning of  the

Combat Phase.

12.52 To execute Ground Support, simply

place an Air Unit on top of an enemy

unit  which is  to be attacked in the

Combat Phase.   The effect is to add

"+1" to the die roll for that attack.

This "+1" is cumulative with any die

ro l l  modi f iers  accru ing f rom Class

difference, e.g. a Class B unit attacking

a Class A unit, with Ground Support,

would get  a  "-1" for  the Class

difference and a "+1" for the Ground

Support, for a net die-roll modifier of 0.

12.53 Although there is no limit to the

number of Air Units which may be used

for Ground Support missions, no more

than one Air  Unit  may give Ground

Support to each attack (i.e. per die roll).

Ground Support may, however, be used

against targets which have already been

attacked by Air Bombardment (whether

or not the attack was successful).

12.54 Ground Support cannot be used

defensively; it can only be used by the

phasing p layer  in  h is  own Combat

Phase.   Ground Support can only be

used to assist an attack being made by

ground units; Air Units cannot attack on

their own in the Combat Phase.

12.55 Air  Units  involved in  Ground

Support  are  removed f rom the

mapboard at the end of the Combat

Phase.

12.56 Should you decide, in the light of

earlier combat results, not to execute an

attack for  which you had al located

Ground Support, simply remove the Air

Unit at the end of the Combat Phase.

It cannot attack alone, so its mission

has been aborted.

13.0  THE RUSSIAN NAVAL UNIT

13.1 The Russian player has one Naval

Unit, representing the ships of the Baltic

Fleet.   Associated with this unit is a

"+5" marker, representing the unit's

"firepower strength."

13.2 The Naval Unit begins the game in

Kronstadt Harbor (hex 0125) and may

move, during the Russian Movement

Phase, only in the twelve hexes: 

0124, 0125, 0220, 0221, 0222, 0223, 

0224, 0225, 0321, 0322, 0323, 0324 

Within this restriction the Unit's move is

unl imited -  i t  does not  have a

Movement Factor.

The Russian Naval Unit is the only unit

in the game (other than Air Units) able

to move in all-sea hexes or across all-

sea hexsides.

13.3 The Russian player may place the

"+5" firepower strength marker on any

hex within four hexes (counting the hex

of placement but not the hex occupied

by the Naval Unit) of the hex occupied

by the Naval Unit at the end of his

Movement Phase.

The firepower strength marker may be

placed at the end of the Movement

Phase and again at  the end of  the

Russ ian Combat Phase,  where i t

remains for the German player-turn.   It

can thus operate in both an offensive

and a defensive role.

13.4 When Naval firepower is being used

to assist a Russian attack, the firepower

strength marker is placed at the end of

the Russian Movement Phase on top of

the hex containing the German unit or

units to be attacked.   This adds 5 to the

total Russian combat strength for the

attack (after any modification for supply

status).

13.5 Naval  f i repower is  used in  a

defens ive capaci ty  by p lac ing the

f irepower strength marker in a hex

containing a Russian unit or units at the

end of the Russian Combat Phase.

The marker then remains in place for

the following  German player-turn and

adds 5 to the combat strength of the

units in that hex (after modification for

terrain effects, disruption, and supply

for those units).

13.6 The f i repower st rength of  the

Russian Naval Unit is always unitary.  It

cannot be split, cannot take part in

more than one attack or defend more

than one hex per  p layer- turn,  and

cannot have its value accumulated from

one turn to the next.   It is unaffected

by terrain, supply, or disruption (except

of the Naval Unit itself), and has no

effect on the Class of the attack or

defense.

13.7 The firepower strength marker may

never be placed on the board while the

Naval Unit is in hex 0125(Kronstadt

Harbor).

13.8 The firepower strength marker may

never be placed in any hex of Leningrad,

either main map or Inset.   All other

hexes on the main map (within range)

are permissible, however.

13.9 The Russian Naval Unit is subject to

disruption by German Air Units, both in

open sea (including hex 0220) and in

Kronstadt Harbor, although the die rolls

needed to achieve this differ (see Air

Bombardment Table).

13.10 If the Naval Unit is disrupted, the

f i repower st rength marker  i s

immediately removed from the board,

and a "Disrupted" marker placed on the

Naval Unit.   The "Disrupted marker is

removed in the normal way at the end

of the following Russian player-turn, but

the firepower strength of the Naval Unit
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cannot be used in any manner while it is

disrupted.

Removal of the "Disrupted" marker is

assumed to take place before placement

of the firepower strength marker after

the Russian Combat Phase, i.e. if the

Russ ian Naval  Unit  becomes un-

disrupted at the end of a turn, it may

place its firepower strength marker for

the next German player-turn (this would

be removed, however, if the Russian

Naval Unit were disrupted again in the

next German Air Bombardment Phase).

13.11 When the Naval Unit is disrupted

in an a l l -sea hex or  hex 0125 the

Russian player has the option, rather

than leaving it in that hex, of moving it

immediately to Kronstadt Harbor.   This

option must be exercised immediately

the disruption occurs or not at all, and

is the only time that the Naval Unit may

move other  than in  the Russ ian

Movement Phase.   The disruption result

still remains in force, however, and the

Naval Unit would not be able to move

in the ensuing Russ ian Movement

Phase.

13.12 The Naval Unit is not affected by

supply rules, and cannot be destroyed.

14.0  RUSSIAN WORKER UNITS

14.1 The Russian player  has twenty

Worker Units, all  of which start the

game on the board as indicated by the

set-up instructions (Section 4.0).   These

units  represent  ad hoc mi l i t ia

formations and armed civilians.   Unlike

similar units in some other games, these

are purely combat units and have no

specia l  capabi l i t ies  or  capaci ty  for

generating "replacements".

14.2 Russ ian Worker  Units  have a

Movement Factor of 4, but only on the

Leningrad Inset.   The ten Units which

start on the main map may not move at

all, including retreat after combat, and

must take any penalties as step losses

(hence they would automatically be

eliminated, as each Worker Unit has

only one step).

14.3 No more than one Worker Unit may

occupy a hex at  any one t ime.    A

Worker Unit may, however, stack with

one Guerrilla Unit or one other combat

unit, or both.   These limits apply both

on the main map and the Leningrad

Inset.

14.4 Worker Units which start the game

in Leningrad may not move onto the

Leningrad fringe hexes, either on the

main map or the Inset.   They may,

however, move between the three hexes

of Leningrad on the main map, and may

attack out  of  Leningrad in  the

prescr ibed manner  (Sect ion 8.0)

provided they do not advance after

combat.

14.5 Except as indicated by rules 14.2,

14.3, and 14.4 above, Worker Units

funct ion exact ly  l ike other  Russ ian

ground units.

15.0  RUSSIAN GUERRILLA
UNITS

15.1 The four Russian Guerrilla Battalions

represent not partisans but regular army

troops deliberately formed into small

units to operate behind the German

lines.   Except as described below, they

are treated in exactly the same way as

other Russian ground units.

15.2 Guerr i l la  Units  have their  own

column on the Terrain Effects Chart, and

are the only  uni ts  which use these

spec ia l  movement  point  costs .

Movement point  costs  for  leaving

enemy ZOC are the same as for all other

units.

15.3 Guerrilla Units are exempt from

normal supply rules (Sect ion 11.0).

They are considered to be always in

supply, regardless of their position.

15.4 No more than one Guerrilla Unit

may occupy the same hex at any one

time.   A Guerrilla Unit may, however,

stack with one Worker Unit and one

other unit.   These restrictions apply

both on the main map and the

Leningrad Inset.

16.0  REINFORCEMENTS
AND WITHDRAWALS

16.1  Reinforcements
16.11 Not all units start the game on the

board or, in the case of the German

player, enter the game in the first three

turns.   These units appear later on in

the game and are termed

"reinforcements".

16.12 Each reinforcement unit enters the

game on a specified turn, as listed in

Part B of the appropriate Order of Battle

(Appendix I or II).

16.13 All Russian reinforcements appear

in Leningrad (EXCEPTION: see below),

on any hex of either the main map or

the Inset  at  the Russ ian p layer 's

choosing, provided there are no German

units on the Inset.

If there are German units on the

Leningrad Inset, the reinforcement must

appear on any Inset hex of one of the

three districts (Rule 3.12) which does

not contain any German units.

If there are German units in all three

Leningrad districts, the reinforcement

must appear on the main map in hex

0120 (this is the only occasion that

Russian reinforcements do not appear in

Leningrad i tsel f ) ,  and i f  th is  too is

imposs ib le  then the uni t  does not

appear on that turn.   (It may appear on

a later  turn should th is  become

possible.)

16.14 German reinforcements enter the

game through the Entry Area specified

in Part B of Appendix II.   They may

enter through any hex of that Area (not

all reinforcements need enter via the

same hex), counting the hex entered as

the first hex of movement.

16.15 German reinforcements may enter

directly into a Russian ZOC, but not into

a Russian-occupied hex.   If all hexes of

i ts  Entry  Area are  thus b locked,  a

reinforcement may not enter on that

turn.

16.16 Reinforcements appear at the

beginning of  a  p layer 's  Movement

Phase, and may move and have combat
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normally on the turn of entry.   They are

considered to be automatically in supply

for the player-turn in which they enter,

but thereafter are subject to normal

supply rules (Section 11.0).

16.17 German reinforcements which

enter the board at hexes 1136 or 3830

are considered to be moving along a

road and pay road movement point

costs for entering the hex.

16.18 The provisions of rules 16.14 to

16.17 above apply  equal ly  to  the

German "At Start" forces which enter

during the first three turns as they do to

reinforcements.   Note, however, that

because of the Russian Initial Movement

Restrictions (Rule 5.7), it is impossible

for the Entry Areas to be blocked during

the first three turns.

16.19 Either player may, at his option,

delay the arr iva l  of  any of  h is

reinforcements (including German "At

Start" forces) to a turn later than that

spec i f ied.    In  very  rare  cases ,

mentioned in rules 16.13 and 16.15

above, this may in fact be compulsory.

A reinforcement may never enter on a

turn earlier than specified, and must

always enter through the correct Entry

Area.

16.2  Withdrawals
16.21 Only the German player is required

to withdraw units from the game, and

this occurs only on turns 11 and 22, as

detailed in Part B of Appendix ll.

16.22 The units to be withdrawn are

simply removed from the mapboard at

the beginning of the Movement Phase

of the turn in question, and do not

return to the game.   The units are

removed even if they are surrounded or

out of supply at this point.

16.23 I f  any uni t  has  a l ready been

completely eliminated when it is due to

be withdrawn,  that  part  of  the

withdrawal  inst ruct ion is  s imply

disregarded, i.e. no "substitute" unit is

withdrawn instead.

16.24 Any losses (reduction in strength

or complete elimination) from units

withdrawn f rom the game count

towards Russ ian v ictory  points

determined under rule 17.23.

16.25 Withdrawals are the only occasions

when units (apart from Air Units) may

ever be removed from the mapboard,

other than when they are eliminated.

16.26 Note that the withdrawal of the

German 41st  Corps on turn 22 is

condit ional .    I f  there are  a l ready

German units (other than Air Units) on

the Leningrad Inset at the beginning of

the German Movement Phase of this

turn,  then the l i s ted uni ts  do not

withdraw, and remain in play until the

end of the game.

17.0  VICTORY CONDITIONS

The winner of the game is determined

in one of two ways; either by one or

other  p layer  achiev ing a DECISIVE

VICTORY or ,  fa i l ing that ,  by

consideration of VICTORY POINTS.   If

either player fulf i l ls  his cr i ter ia for

decisive victory, then that player is

declared the winner and calculation of

victory points is irrelevant.   If neither

player achieves a decisive victory, then

victory points (see below) for both sides

are calculated, and the player with more

victory points is declared the winner.   If

both s ides  have equal  numbers  of

victory points, the game is a draw.

17.1  Decisive Victory
17.11 The GERMAN player achieves a

decisive victory if, at the end of the

game, there are no Russian units in

Leningrad, either on the main map or

interior hexes of the Inset.   (Russian Air

Units and Naval Unit do not count for

this purpose).

17.12 The RUSSIAN player achieves a

decisive victory if, at the end of the

game, there are no German units on the

interior hexes of the Leningrad Inset and

the Russian player can trace a path of

cont inuous hexes f rom any hex of

Leningrad (main map) to the East edge

of the mapboard.   This path may not

cross any impassable hexsides but may

cross the Neva River.   The path must

not pass through any German ZOC of

any type, except where negated by the

presence of Russian units as in rule

11.15.

17.2  Victory Points
17.21 If neither side achieves a decisive

victory as described above, the winner

is determined by counting the number

of victory points gained by each side.

Both sides gain victory points for certain

cities and key places in Leningrad in

their possession at the end of the game.

In addition, the Russian player also

scores victory points for German units

eliminated or reduced in strength.

17.22 Both sides gain victory points as

specified below for each of the listed

cities which they either occupy or were

the last to pass through at the end of

the game:

Novgorod (3113) - 5 pts

Chudovo (2107) - 5 pts

Kirishi (1202) - 5 pts

Volkhov (0401) - 15 pts

Mga (0611) - 10 pts

Schlisselburg (0312) - 5 pts

Oranienbaum (0326) - 5 pts

In addition each side gains 5 victory

points  for  each key s i te  on the

Leningrad Inset which it occupies or was

the last to pass through.

17.23 The Russian player also gains

v ictory  points  for  German uni ts

eliminated or reduced in strength as

follows:

Each strength point (Combat Factor

point) of Infantry eliminated: 1 pt.

Each strength point of Panzer or

Motorised Infantry eliminated: 2 pts.

EXAMPLES: German 122nd Infantry

Div (8-A-6) completely eliminated = 8

pts.   German 6/11 Panzer reduced to

one step (from 5-A-8 to 3-B-8) = 2x(5-3)

= 4 pts.   Elimination of the second step

would yield an extra 2x3 = 6 pts.

Eliminated units are considered to

have lost a number of strength points

equal to their  ful l -strength Combat
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Factor.   Reduced strength units are

considered to have lost a number of

strength points equal to the difference

between their full and reduced strength

Combat Factors.   Strength points lost

from German units withdrawn before

the end of the game are also counted.

17.24 The German player does not gain

any victory points for Russian units

eliminated or reduced in strength.

17.25  SPECIAL: To gain the victory points

for  the four  c i t ies  of  Novgorod,

Chudovo,  Kir ishi ,  and Volkhov,  the

German player must not only capture

them but keep one division-sized unit in

each of them from the turn of capture

until the end of the game.   That is, at

the end of each German player-turn

there must be a German division (which

may be at reduced strength) in each of

these cities.   All of the regiments of a

Panzer or Motorized Division would

qualify, but individual regiments, or HQ

Units, would not.

Failure to comply with this condition

for any of the four cities results in the

victory points for that city automatically

being awarded to the Russian player.

Even i f  the c i ty  is  subsequently re-

occupied by the German player,  he

would gain no victory points for it.   It

would however ,  reta in  the spec ia l

supply status (Rule 11.45).

The German "garrison unit" in each of

these cities does not have to be the

same unit all the time.   See Rule 11.45

for the special supply status of such

units.

APPENDIX I
RUSSIAN ORDER OF BATTLE

A. At Start
The following units are placed on the

hexes listed at the start of the game:

Operations Group "Narva" --- 1135

11th Motorized Div. --- 1033

191st  Rifle Div. --- 1133

2nd Vol. Div. --- 1232

90th Rifle Div. --- 1332

111th Rifle Div. --- 1430

LTS Brigade --- 1629

3rd Vol. Div.* --- 1828

24th Tank Div.* --- 2623

177th Rifle Div.* --- 2823 (Luga City)

302nd Rifle Div.* --- 2922

237th Rifle Div.* --- 3121

70th Rifle Div*. --- 3219

1st Vol. Div.* --- 3218

1st Mtn. Brigade** --- 3416

21st Tank Div.** --- 3113 (Novgorod)

* These units may not move on turn one 

** These units may not move on turns one

or two.

The following units begin the game in

any hex of Leningrad, either main map or

Inset:

1st Tank Div.

235th Rifle Div.

281st Rifle Div.

4th Vol. Div.

Four Guerrilla Battalions

Ten Worker Units

The remaining ten worker units are

placed one each on the following cities:

Schlisselburg (0312)

Mga (0611)

Tosno (0916)

Vyritsa (1120)

Kolpino (0518)

Pushkin (0619)

Uritsk (0420)

Gatchina (0821)

Krasnoye-Selo (0622)

Oranienbaum (0326)

The Naval Unit is placed on Kronstadt

(0125).

B. Reinforcement Schedule
The fo l lowing uni ts  appear  as

reinforcements on the turns specified.

All units appear in Leningrad: see rule

16.13.

Turn 5 - 1st Gd. Vol. Div.

Turn 6 - 2nd Gd. Vol. Div., 

3rd Gd. Vol. Div.

Turn 9 - 10th Rifle Div.

Turn 16 - 1st NKVD Div., 

168th Rifle Div.

Turn 18- 5th Gd. Vol. Div.

Turn 22 - 1st Marine Brigade

APPENDIX II
GERMAN ORDER OF BATTLE 

A. At Start (Turns One, Two, and Three)

1. The following units appear on TURN

ONE, entering the board through Entry

Area A.

41st Corps HQ

1st Panzer Div. (three units)

6th Panzer Div. (three units)

36th Motorized Div. (two units)

38th Corps HQ

1st Infantry Div.

2. The following units appear on TURN

TWO, entering the board through Entry

Area B.

56th Corps HQ

3rd Motorized Div. (two units)

269th Infantry Div.

SS Police Div.

28th Corps.HQ

96th Infantry Div.

121st Infantry Div.

3. The following units appear on TURN

THREE, enter ing the board through

Entry Area C.

11th Infantry Div.

12th Infantry Div.

21st Infantry Div.

32nd Infantry Div.

123rd Infantry Div.

2nd Corps HQ
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B. Reinforcement/
Withdrawal Schedule

The fo l lowing uni ts  appear  as

re inforcements  or  are  withdrawn as

indicated on the turns specified.

Turn 5 - REINFORCEMENT: 58th

Infantry Div. (38th Corps) enters

Area A.

Turn 7 - REINFORCEMENT: 8th Panzer

Div. (three units, 56th Corps), enters

Area B.

Turn 9 - REINFORCEMENT: SS Div.

"Totenkopf" (three units, 28th

Corps) enters Area B.   The

following units of 39th Corps also

enter Area B:

39th Corps HQ

12th Panzer Div. (three units)

20th Motorized Div. (two units)

122nd Infantry Div.

Turn 11 - WITHDRAW:  8th Panzer Div.

(three units) and 3rd Motorized Div.

(two units)

Turn 17 - REINFORCEMENT: 291st

Infantry Div. (38th Corps) enters

Area A.

Turn 22 - WITHDRAW:  all units of 41st

Corps:

41st Corps HQ

1st Panzer Div. (three units)

6th Panzer Div. (three units)

36th Motorized Div. (two units)

unless any German units are

already on the Leningrad Inset.

Design and Development
Notes (for Original Version)

Game designs are curious creatures,

with a gestation period of anything from

six months to several years.   The original

design of Assault on Leningrad was first

submitted in January 1979, so from first

draft to finished product has taken nearly

two years.   The game is still very much as

it was first submitted, however (minus the

coffee stains, typing errors, and general

"roughness") ;  the bas ic  sca le  and

structure have remained unchanged, and

many of the original ideas are still present.

The most immediately striking of these

is the Leningrad Inset, and refinement of

the rules for its use proved to be the most

di f f icul t  development problem.   The

result, however, is an accurate portrayal

of the grim struggle that an attempt to

finally capture the city would undoubtedly

have been.   The variable zones of control

are also a crucial feature, emphasizing the

differences between the forces involved

and the manner  in  which a uni t 's

ef fect iveness  is  reduced as  i t  loses

strength.   Thirdly, the unique combat

system, with the attacker taking losses

f i rs t ,  int roduces an extra  e lement  of

decision into combat, and will lead to

some agonizing dilemmas for the German

player in particular.  

Assault on Leningrad was designed as

a game that would "go to the wire", with

no quick, easy wins for either side.   In

play, the game broadly divides itself into

three phases.    F i rs t ,  the Luga L ine

presents  the Germans with a  tough

obstac le  which requi res  t ime and

determination to be overcome.   Once the

Germans are through it, however, the

game enters a fast, mobile phase as the

panzers race for Leningrad on the heels of

retreating Russian units.   Finally, the mad

charge halts at the inner ring of Leningrad

defenses, where the Germans must pause

and gather strength for the push into the

city itself.

Thoughtful, contrived play is required

of both players.   The German must be

aggressive but careful; he cannot afford to

be delayed too long on the Luga Line but

on the other hand cannot afford to lose

many units either.   Once through, he must

"blitz" quickly but not let the "Leningrad

temptation" blind him - the Russian player

does have some punch, and a few guerrilla

units can wreak havoc on unprotected

German supply lines.

The Russian player also has some

difficult decisions to face: how strongly

should the Luga Line be held, and how

many units should be held back to defend

the inner ring?   Should those few Class A

units attempt to hold on to the key cities,

such as Luga and Kingisepp, or should

they be held in  reserve as  a

counterattacking force?   Should the

Eastern cit ies, particularly Volkov, be

garr isonned or  abandoned to the

Germans?

Both designer and developer hope that

you f ind th is  game interest ing and

exc i t ing,  and suggest  you l i s ten to

Shostakovich's "Leningrad" symphony for

added atmosphere while playing.   Right

now, Perry is  f ight ing his  way out of

Vietnam (a favorite topic of his), while

Andy is  tur ing his  attent ion to other

theaters of the Second World War.   Good

gaming.

Perry Moore & Andy Bagley
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18.0 OPTIONAL RULES
(Japanese Edition)

18.1 Waiver of the effect of Air
Bombardment

18.11 German HQ units  and Russian

Guerrilla units are never affected by

result of air bombardment.   In other

words, these units are not disrupted by

enemy air bombardment.

18.2  Additional Restriction for
Guerrilla Units

18.21 The Russian player must move all 4

Guerrilla Units to any hex that is 7 or

more hexes away from any Leningrad

hex on the main map during the Russian

Movement Phase of Game-Turn 1.

Also, Russian Guerrilla Units may not

enter (move, retreat or advance) into

any hex with in 6 hexes f rom any

Leningrad hex in  the main map in

Game-Turn 2 and thereafter.

18.3 Additional Restriction on
Combat

18.31 When apply the combat result as

step loss, the first 1 step must reduct

from the unit with the highest unit Class

that participated in that combat.

If two or more units with the highest

Class paericipated in that combat, the

owning player may choose one from

them.

18.4  Additional Restriction on
Supply

18.41 The German player may ignore rule

11.24.   Thus, the German unit that was

already out of supply and is found to be

st i l l  out  of  supply  in  the Supply

Determination Phase of an opposing

player-turn need not take a step loss of

one step. 

18.42 If the Russian unit that was already

out of supply and is found to be still out

of supply in the Supply Determination

Phase of an opposing player-turn, and

the unit is stacked together with Worker

Unit, such unit need not take a step loss

of  one step.    In  other  words, the

Russian player may ignore rule 11.24

only for such units that are stacked

together with Worker Units.

18.5  Additional Victory Points 
for the Russian Player

18.51 The Russian player places the

following 5 Additional VP markers on

each hex stated.

18.52 The Russian player may achieves

10 pts per each Additional VP marker

that is remaining on the map at the end

of the game.

18.53 Additional VP markers have no

effect on movement, combat (resolution,

retreat and advance) and supply at all.

18.54 German units may move, retreat or

advance into the hex that contains

Addit ional VP marker i f  there is  no

Russian unit in that hex.   In such case,

Additional VP marker is removed at

once and may never be re-placed even if

any Russian unit enters to such hex.
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19.0  EXCLUSIVE RULES FOR
"ASSAULT ON STALINGRAD"

The bonus game "Assault on

Stalingrad" is played with original

rules for "Assault on Leningrad", but

some addit ions and modi f iers  as

described in this section are applied.

The mapboard for  "Assault  on

Stalingrad" represents an area of

Southern Russia around Stal ingrad, 

and each hex equates to an area some

8.8 kilometers across.   On the inset

map of Stalingrad, the scale is about 

2 kilometers to the hex.

The playing pieces for "Assault on

Stal ingrad" are pr inted on the

counter-sheet 2.   Those units have a

darker belt on the back-ground color.

All rules for "Assault on Leningrad"

except exclusive rules from 19.1 to 19.9

are st i l l  appl ied to "Assault on

Stalingrad" too .

19.1   Air Units
19.11 Only the German player has Air

Units.   There is no Russian Air Units in

this game.

19.12 The German player may use 2 Air

Units during turn 1.

19.13 From turn 2 onwards,  for  the

remainder of the game, the German

Player rolls one die at the beginning of

his Air Bombardment Phase in each

turn, to determine how many Air Units

will be available to him that turn.

Turns 2 to 10:

Die

1,2,3 1 Air Unit

4,5,6 2 Air Units

Turns 11 to 19:

1,2 1 Air Unit

3,4 2 Air Units

5,6 3 Air Units

19.2  German Division Units
19.21 German Panzer and Motorized

Infantry Divisions are represented as

divis ion-sized units,  not regiments.

Each Panzer  Div is ion (except  22nd

Panzer  Div is ion)  has 4 steps,  and

Motorized Infantry has 3 steps at the

beginning of the game.   22nd Panzer

Division has only 1 step.

19.22 All units begin or enter the game

at "full strength"; i.e. the counter and

side with the higher Combat Factor and

Class is face upwards.

Each German Panzer or Motorized

Infantry Division has two counters to

represent 3 or 4 steps; one of them is

"subcounter" that is marked with * on

the upper  le f t .    I f  any Panzer  or

Motorized Infantry Division lose steps, it

is replaced by subcounter according to

the following diagram (see upper right).

19.23 German Panzer and Motorized

Infantry  Div is ions are  t reated as

div is ion-s ized uni ts  for  s tacking

purposes (see 7.1).

19.3 Terrain
19.31 There are three types of river in

this game: "River", "Don River" and

"Volga River"(see Terrain Effects Chart

on the map).

19.32 Zones of Control do not extend

across "Volga River" hexsides on both

maps (main and Inset), regardless of the

ferry.   They do, however, extend across

al l  other  "River" and "Don River"

hexsides on the main map.

19.33 No unit may move from enemy

ZOC of either type to adjacent hex of

enemy ZOC of either type across "Don

River" hexside directly.

19.34 The German paths of supply may

never  pass  through "Volga River"

hexsides on both maps (main and Inset).

The Soviet paths of supply may pass

through "Volga River" hexs ides

between fringe hexes of the eastern

bank of the Volga and City hexes of

Stalingrad on the main map if there is

no German unit in the Inset map.

If there is one or more German unit in
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the Inset  map,  the Soviet  paths  of

supply may be traced only through ferry

hexside on the Volga.

19.35 Units in towns have their combat

factor  doubled when attacked

(EXCEPTION: Soviet Tank Corps, see

19.41).

19.4  Soviet Tank Corps and 
NKVD Division

19.41 Combat factor of  Soviet  Tank

Corps units are not modified by any

terrain (including River and Don River)

when defending.

19.42 Soviet Tank Corps in city or town

may be disrupted with die-roll result of

1 and 2, not only 1, when  the German

air bombardment.

19.43 Soviet NKVD Division may never

into fringe hexes nor outside of the

Inset map.   It may only move within the

Inset map.

19.5 Supply
19.51 German and Rumanian Corps HQ

units must themselves be able to trace

supply by means of a path of hexes no

more than six hexes in length free of

enemy ZOC leading e i ther  of f  the

mapboard of Entry Area W or S, or to a

road (not rail line) which then runs, free

of enemy ZOC, off the mapboard of

Entry Area W or S.

19.52 Each Russian unit must be able to

trace a continuous path of hexes from

the hex it occupies, of any length, free

of enemy ZOC of all types, leading to off

the mapboard that colored with red

(i.e., from 0120 to 2301).

19.53 Al l  ra i l  l ines  on the map of

"Assault on Stalingrad" have no

effect to play, including movement and

supply.

19.6  Retreats and Disrupted
19.61 In "Assault on Stalingrad", all

units are disrupted when retreated, in

addition to by enemy air bombardment.

19.62 Disrupted markers that are placed

by retreat are also removed at the end

of the owning player's player-turn.

19.7  Reinforcements and Return
of HQ units

19.71 The German player receives the

following reinforcements:

Turn 2 - Rumanian 2nd Infantry Div.

enters Area S.

Turn 3 - 11st Corps HQ, 384th Infantry

Div. enters Area W.

Turn 4 - 4th Corps HQ enters Area S,

94th Infantry Div., 14th Panzer Div.

and 389th Infantry Div. enters Area

W.

Turn 5 - 76th Infantry Div., 295th

Infantry Div. enters Area W, 371st

Infantry Div. enters Area S.

Turn 6 - 22th Panzer Div. enters Area

W.

19.72  The Russian player put all

Russian units marked "R" (34 units,

including 3 Tank Corps units) into a

cup before the beginning of play.

At the beginning of  the Russian

Movement Phase of  each turn,  the

Russian player draws a number of units

equal to the number printed on the

current turn's box of the Game-Turn

Record Track from the cup.   Those units

enter with its full strength into the map

as Russian Reinforcements.

For example, the Soviet player receives

3 units at Entry Area N and 2 units at

Entry Area E as reinforcements.

19.73 At the end of turn 14, the Russian

player  put  a l l  e l iminated Ri f le  and

Guards Rifle Division units into the cup

again.   Tank Corps, Workers and NKVD

units are not put.

At the beginning of  the Russian

Movement Phase of turns from 15 to 18,

the Russian player draws a number of

units equal to the number printed on

the current turn's box of the Game-Turn

Record Track from the cup.   Those units

enter with its full strength into the map

as Russian Reinforcements.

Rifle and Guards Rifle Division units

that are el iminated on turn 15 and

thereafter are not put into the cup.

19.74 Eliminated German and Rumanian

HQ units may be brought back in the

Entry Area W or S, the German player

may choose it per HQ unit.

19.8  Initial Deployment
19.81 Both players place their own units

according to the chart "突撃スターリ

ングラード 両軍初期配置".

19.82 All Russian units marked "St" must

be placed on any hex of Stalingrad.

19.9  Victory Conditions
19.91 At the end of  the game,  the

German player  achieves 3 Pts  per

friendly non-HQ unit that is in any of

city hex of Stalingrad and in supply.

19.92 At the end of the game, Both 

players achieve 5 Pts per each victory

hex in Stalingrad occupied by friendly

unit.

19.93 If, at the end of the game, the

Soviet  p layer  can not  t race l ine of

supply from hex 0120 to any hex of

Entry  Area N,  the German player

achieves 10 Pts.

Also, the German player acheves 10

Pts  i f  hex 0120 is  occupied by any

German non-HQ unit at the game, or

the last unit enters into 0120 is German

unit.

19.94 The player with the highest Pts is

the winner.
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